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AD~RESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Traffic Violation Fines Boosted
By Jim Holmes

To comply with the recently
adopted "Florida uniform
disposition of traffic infractions
act," the University traffic and
parking committee amended the
traffic and parking regulation's

The new law passed by the
State Legislature last session
requires the University to raise
their fines to uniform state-wide
Mr. John Smith, director of the

campus police, said, "We have no
choice but to enforce this
schedule of fines, to go into effect
law .. .it's a state statute, but as
January first.
you can guess, we a.t the police
Tickets for parking violations - dep-artment aren't really happy
have been boosted from $2 to $15.
about it."

Smith continued, "Fifteen
dollars is a lot of money for a
ticket."
By law, all appeals must be
handled
by
the Orlando
Municipal Court , unless the
Board of Regents approves a
move by FTU Attorney General
David Boone to establish a
campus "parking violations
appeal board."
Such an appeal board is
already under consideration at
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the University of South Florida
and the University of Florida.
'If the appeals board is
established ,_ State Attorney
General Robert Shevin indicated
in a legal opinion that students
wouJd then have the option to
appeal ' their cases to either the
campus appeals board or the
adjqcent municipality.
Hunter Potts, SG president,
said the campus parking appeals
board would serve as a more
convienent system of appeals for
both the students and faculty.
In addition, the board would
tend to be more aware of campus
parking problems .
Smith said, "if it has proper
representation and is set up right, ·
it can be a good thing."
The uniform disposition of
traffic infractions act was ap-

· proved and filed with the
Secretary of State on July third .
The new law is an attempt by
the State Legislature to standardize all traffic fines in the
state.
·
The new state-wide law will
mak~ all pedestrian . and nonmoving traffic violations and
some moving violations noncriminal infractions which are
not punishable by incarceration
for which there is no right to a
trial by jury or a right to court
·
appointed counsel.
Any person charged with a
noncriminal infraction under this
law may pay the civil penalty
within ten days of the date of
receiving the citation , either by
mail or in person, or if he has
posted bond, he may forfeit bond
by failing to appear.
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Alcohol Ok In Dorms
suites and that the consumption
of said alcoholic beverages be
excluded from dorm lounges,
Dr. W. Rex Brown, Vice
hallways and other such public
resident for Student Affairs, has
and common areas within the ·
pproved a policy concerning the
residence halls ."
possession and consumption of
Dr. Brown said the original
alcoholic beverages in the
request concerning alcohol in the'
residence halls.
dorms came from resident
The request was presented to
student and RHA member Angie
him by the FTU Resident Hall
Yount in the school year 1968-69.
Association
<RHA),
after
Brown's response then and
researching regulations within
almost yearly up to this point was
the State University System .
The policy, which becomes . negative.
Michael Bisesi a.rid Pamela
effective immediately, states 1
· Hindman, Administrative Ad"that the possession and convisers to the RHA, credited the
sumption of alcoholic beverages
research and preparation of the
by those persons of legal age be
resident students as the main
allowed in the residence halls ;
reason for the -policy approval.
that the consumptions of said
The fact that the legal age has
alcoholic beverages be permitted
been lowered to 18, Dr . Brown
only in the individual residence
By Marcy l\Juramatsu

1

said, was also taken into consideration .
Sharon
Esposito ,
RHA
President, and Jesse McLeod,
RHA Judicial Board Chairman ,
were the students most directly
responsible for the policy formulation.
Housing Operations director
Leo Goff provided assistance
during the research phase.
Similar successful policies
have been instituted at other
universities in the state.
The higher average age of the
FTU student and· the relatively
small res_ident student population
indicates that the policy will
provide the opportunity for a
more varied living-learning
atmosphere for dorm students.

Adam Zukowski sculptured human figure out of
stainless steel wire, for the Art and Technology course
taught by Johann Eyfells. According to Eyfells it is a
controversial image in the. context of the course."
(Photo by Fred Sommer)'

Simply Shakespeare~ Tour~ Area

By Alan Crouse

"Simply Shakespeare," a
series of single acts from different Shakespeare comedies,
produced by an FTU literature

class, is winding up its tour of
area high schools.
According to Dr. Stuart
Omans, who teaches the course
on Shakespearian comedy ,
student
Rick
Camarata

~obert M. Bowden.is the unfortunate owner of this 1964
fire .Mond~y. ev_enmg, November 25, at the corner of

originally proposed the idea of
actually performing a play.
Next; Judy Smith offen".d to
help with production , negotiating
with the Theater Department for
assistance in blocking and the
borrowing of costumes.

Ford Fairlane which caught
Pegasus Drive and Alafaya
Trail. No mJur1es were reported. Bowden, an FTU student pi'esides at College
Court Apartments. <Photo by Fred Sommers)

Omans said calls from local
high schools soon came pouring
in , making it necessary to make
up· a performance schedule .
"The original idea was to take
Shakespeare off his pedestal and
make him interesting."
In the performance, the
question is posed, "How can man
get along in his world?"
Omans said identity is given as
an answer and acts from the
"Comedy of Errors," "Taming of
the Shrew," "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" and "Twelfth
Night" were chosen as variations
on the theme of identity.
After the company was "Ready
to go on the road,'' the Music
Department offered the services
of a recorder quartet which lends
a festive m0od to the opening of
the performance .
Omans opens the show as a
1 jester
quoting
some
of
Shakespeare's paradoxical
statements as advice, while
jabbing members of the audience
with his mop-like staff.
· ·"It was the only way I could get
them to do it, " Omans added
facetiously . ·
One of the most appealing
numbers to the high school
audi ences is a scene from ' The
Taming of the Shrew ," where
both ;:t husband and wife strive to
domina~e the relationship, The

husband wins the struggle by
slapping the wife 's bottom,
wrestling her to the floor and
standing with foot rested on her
posterior . while singing words of
love .
Oman 's students plan to continue "Simply Shakespeare" next
quarter under an independent
study.
Omans said they will polish
what has already been done and
also write a new presentation on
the theme of power.
The group has gotten much
mail from area high school
students and Omans related one
experience when a group of
slower students were "allowed"
to see the performance
"There was one fell ow right
near the front who was grabbing
every one of those jokes long
before anyone else in the
audience ."
Omans said he hopes "Simply
will continue,
Shakespeare"
because it is a learning expe.rience for both the high school
and college students, as well as
being entertaining .
"By performing Shakespeare , I
think my students get a much
better idea as
to why
Shakespeare has been translated
into every language and is next to
the Bible in being read ."

Student Lives ·1n Tent
.

~~-

By Alan Crouse

FTU Student lives in a tent.

Architect Offedng Exhibit
By Cameron Pyle

Can we afford the cost
necessary to preserve our
sprawling cities, with their waste
of sapce and resources? Can we
continue the indescriminate
application of pavement where
farmland and animals should be?
Is it possible for mankin'd to
survive this ecological time
bomb? WilJ he survive th~
solutions?
The Loch Haven Art Center is
running an exhibition . through
December 30th by a man who
thinks he has an answer. Paolo
Soleri, an Italian-born architect
and protege of Frank Lloyd
Wright, came to Orlando
November 17th to dicuss and
define his concept of "Arcology",
the fusion of architecture and
ecology. Along with the displays
of Soleri 's models , photographic
murals and drawings, the
opening day at the art center
featured a panel discussion
ce ntering around the effects of
" totally
planned
en his
,·ironm ent " .
Th e panel included Dr . Elman
F ' t ch er and Dr . John Riser of
FT U. Dr . Thomas Ha rblin of
Rollin College, and Mr . Lowell
Lot peich of the Environme ntal
De s ig n Group - Winter Park , who
acte d as moderator .
oleri is acting on his own ,
without the aid of institutional or
governm e nt funding, towards
designing a working model of his
Arcology on an 860 acre tract of
land that he owns outside of
Phoenix, Arizona. The primary
means of support for Soleri 's
project is the tuition that he
charges to students who work
with him as laborer-apprentices
and form the sale of cast bronze
wind-bells which he makes in his
Arizona workshop .
Soleri explained that his "city"
is well on the way towards
completion and will provide
Ii \·ing and working space for 3000
inhabitants on about ten acres of
la 1.d thus leaving almost 97
percent of the property in its
natural state. Some of Soleri 's
model cities. which are on
exhibit. are designed to house
hundreds of thousands of people
within a few square miJes of land.
Imagine the entire city of
Orlando contracted into an area
lh'e size of Disney World with
c ompletely enclosed living workin g agricultural and tran.· portation systems.
On e of Soleri 's idea is to use
lh e "' chimney effect" of vast
!.! rcenh ou es in order to provide
hea l for s ingl e dwellings and
1·rmcei \·ably entire cities". That is .
Ii:' 1tu a l ing g reenhou es on
Ir·\ l l.· \rh ic:h a rc low r than th
11, 1ng-\\ or king area . it will a ll ow
h 1· t ri·t· rno \·c rtwnt of th e
1

naturaUy rising hot air directly
into these spaces.
Soleri
prefers
threedimensional tetrahedral shapes
for his cities, utilizing the freespace above and below ground
rather than the present twodimensional cities that merely
expand outwards, using up more
and more of the natural environment. The living area will
take up the outer shell of these
cities so that
everyone has a
view, and the center is
designated as a place for working
and cultural activities. It was
also pointed out by Soleri that the
time element-involved in moving
from place to place within such a
city would be so reduced that
much of the space presently used
for costly transporta~ion systems
could be put to better use. ·
Soleri has taken his cue from
nature in that evolution has
obviously
favored
those
organisms which have become
increasingly more complex and
miniaturized . James A. Michener
has described in his book 'Centennial" how tiny , mammalian
<Tea tu res watch ed from the trees

while the huge and inefficient
dinosaur drifted towards extinction. While the equally huge
and inefficient modern cities
follow this same path, Mr. Soleri
and friends are constructing a
grandstand seat in the Arizona
desert from which to view the
show.
The new city, as envisioned by
Soleri, will function as a single
organism; a totally self-sufficient
environment. There are sure to
be many problems, some as yet
unforseen, that will need to be
overcome. In fact, the main
thrust of the panel's questioning
centered on whether Soleri 's
Arcology will work in practice as
well as in theory . Soleri stated
that to provide proof and factual
evidence for the soundness of his
admittedly "untried" ideas is the
most important purpose of the
working model in Arizona.
Judging from the large and
enthusiastic turnout for Mr .
Soleri 's Loch Haven appearance,
it seems that many people will
indeed be waiting to find out just
how well Arcology works.

Not too far from the FTU
campus lives a man in a tent.
Fighting
inflation?
This
modern pioneer of sotts says
inflation is only one reason for his
unconventional lifestyle.
"My parents have the money to
put me up in an apartment, but I
just dig it out here," said the
blonde-haired FTU freshman.
The camouflaged mosquito
netting which lines the low-slung,
plastic tent gives the impression
of a guerilla fighter 's bivouac
instead of the residence of a
college student.
But, the studious trappings of a
desk made from a board secured
to a tree and shelves similarly
constructed offers all the c-omforts of a - dorm room ... well,
almost.
The camper says he attends
math and engineering classes
three days a week and spends the
remainder of his week at his
home in Melbourne.
" When I first told my parents
how I was living, they were really ·
up-tight, so I later told them I got
an apartment."
The freshman says police officers from the county sheriff's
department and the highway
patrol stop by, but only to ask
how he is getting along.
The student has not had any

contact with the owner of the
property.
When asked how he makes it
through cold snaps, the student
replied, "I freeze."
When questioned, "wouldn't it
be nice to sit down with a beer
and click-on the TV", he says not .
"I had an apartment when I
was in Gainesville, but it was
always noisy and I hat.ed it. The
peace out here makes up for it."
The freshman says he plans to
get a place for the winter, and try
camping again in the spring
quarter.
He says his biggest fear i
people who come around to ste
things, or just to cause trouble.
Why not move farther into the
woods?
"There's something wrong
with the ignition system of my
ca~, so I have to push it to get it
going. I have to keep it by the
road and I'm afraid t o go far
from it, in case someone thinks
it's abandoned and tries to strip
it."
He talked about getting a
bicycle and leaving his car on
campus.
The woolly St. Augustine and
some small trees that do not grow
wild testify to the fact that the
site was formerly occupied.

FTU .Accepted Into Council
1

FTU has been accepted into the
prestigious Council of Graduate
schools in the United States less
than four years after the first
graduate degree was awarded.
The approval for membership
in the Council is based upon the
number and variety of graduate
degrees awarded during a threeyear period, said Dr. Leslie L.
Ellis, FTU Associate VicePresident and Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research.
The
University,
which
currently offers masters degrees
in fourtt•en areas conferred 485
::;uch degrees during the three
years leading to acceptance by
the Council.
Several new programs have
been approved over the past

year, Ellis noted.
Areas in which masters
degrees are offered include
Accounting, Biological Science,
Busi-ness
Administration,
Communication, Economics,
English, Education, Engineering
(2) , Environmental Syste
Management,
Managemen
Public Policy and Psychology
(2).

FTU, which was accredited by
the Southern Association of
Colleges
and
Schools
in
December 1970, awarded its first
.graduate degree in 1971.
The University opened for
classes in October 1968 with 1,500
students, as the seventh member
of the State University System .
Current enrollment is approximately 8,800.
----~--
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Are You A Veteran.
Let us show you our ~uplex re~tals
in the peac~ful town of Ov.i edo

•

ID -.

FURNISHED
OR UNFURNISHED

IDEAL FOR

CONVENIENT TO SHOPS

NEW

CHILDREN AND PETS

RESTAURANTS, BANKS
AND SCHOOLS

LOW RATES

4 miles north of FTU on Alafaya Trail
at Mitchell Hammock Road

Phone 365-3721
(local call)

.
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Collective Bargaining On ·F acuity's Minds
By Paula
The faculty at FTU is thinking
of other things besides grades
and final examinations.
Collective bargaining has
become an imp_ortant issue ~nd
the facuity has to pick a
bargaining agent.
Two groups are vying to
become the bargaining agent of
the State University System:
Association
of
University
Professors and the United
Faculty of Florida.
Dr. Richard Adicks, President
of the FTU chapter of AAUF said,
"Collective bargaining will
provide an effective faculty involvement in university govern-·
ment."
"The faculty is consulted less
and less on matters and policies
that run this University, and
collective bargaining will bring
back the power of the Faculty
Senate.
"Also, the faculty will receive
improved cqmpensation benefits
through collective bargaining,"
Adicks added.

Dr. William Esler, President of
the FTU chapter of UFF, said
that "collective bargaining will
deal with any problems the
.
facuity feels exists."
"In terms oi the students at
FTU," Esler said, "UFF endorses a superior quality of instruction and students will
benefit indirectly from collective
bargaining."
Esler added, "when a faculty
member is confident in the areas
of job security and economic
pressures, then his students
indirectly benefit.''
Similarly, Adicks said that
collective bargaining would
increase faculty morale, thereby
benefiting students.
Also, collective bargaining
would allow the faculty to be
more involved in the "university
process" and thereby improve
education for the students.
AAUP and UFF are now
beginning .a campaign to secure
faculty signatures.
Either group must get at least
30 percent of the faculty's vote to
reque!?t an election to determine
the bargaining agent

When one group gets the 30
percent needed , then an election
will be held to determine the
bargaining agent i n either the
spring or fall of 1975.
Also any other group that gets
10 pe~cent of the faculty 's
signature.s is eligible to be on the
electron ballot.
Adicks said he believed . "the
election could go one of t~ree
wys: no agent, <here the faculty
would be prevented from
bargaining ,( the AAUP or the
UFF."
.
Esler said he felt "UFF should
be the bargaining agent, because
this orgainization is a part of
organized education. We ar~ a
merger of Florida Educa_t1on
Association and the Amcncan
Federation of Teachers.''
".UFF is also a part of
organized labor. We are affiliated
with the AFL-CIO. Ther~fore,
because we have a political base,
UFF hopes to influence the .Board
of Regents in decidion making."
The UFF is a stqt~. all-faculty
controlled organization-.
It was formed i?st May and has
nearly 100 members at FTU.
There is also a chapter at each
of the nrne universities in the

State Upiversity System.
Adicks said he felt faculty
members were interested in
collective bargaining because
"some want the militancy found
in a union. "
He added that some faculty
members have told him "if we
were able to have collective
bargaining, AAUP should do it."
AA UP
is
a
national
professional organization in
which any professor can belong.
It was established in 1913 and
has been at FTU for five years.
According to Dr. Adicks,
"AAUP will approach collective .
bargaining as a professional
association, as distinguished
from the labor vs. management
approach advocated by the UFF.
University . teachers can now
decide between two distinctive
methods."

A delicate pattern of 18k gold ,
weaves around
a glittering diamond .
" Tapestry " - The
handcrafted touch
by Orange Blossom .

Swalstead
Jewelers
CERTIFIED
GEMOLOGIST
C.N.A . .BLDG.
. ORLANDO

CO LON IAL PLAZA &
CONWAY CENTER

Winter Registration Schedule

-

on Sc;:ile Every Item
FEE COLLECTION AND MAIN CAMPUS REGISTRATION D~TA
FOR WINTER WUARTER 1975

.203 ·
register for $100° 0 Giff CertifiCate to be
away Decemher 24

Advance Registration
(Invoices will be handed out to
each registrant
during
· registration process.)
Regular· Registration
Clnvoices will be handed out to
each registrant
during
registration process.)

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Dec 3 5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Dec 4 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Dec 5 9:00 a .m. 4:00 p.m.
Dec 6 3:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.

Thursday

Jan 2 9:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Classes Begin

Monday

Jan 6

Add-Drop Period

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Jan 8 1 :00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Jan 9 9:00 a .rn.-4 :00 p.m.
Jan 10 9:00-3:00 p.m.

Friday

Jan 10 4 :00 p_m.-6:00 p.m.

Friday · · ·

Midnight

Late Registration
<Assess Late Registration Fee
of $25.00)
Payment
<Except for ·qualified veterans
and dependents) Deadline also
for full refund. Payment after
above date will require Late
aym~nt Fee of
F~e

Cance.llation
<For failure to pay prdJ'er fees)
Reinstatement requires Univ.
approval and payment of all fe~s
· plus reinstateme;nt fee of $25 m
addition to Late Payment Fee. of
$25.
Reinstatement Deadline
(After this date, reinstatement
will be prohibited . >
Fee Payment Deadline for only
qualified veterans and their
dependents.

..

All ·' ~aivers· and-or deferments .
must , be Jl°resented- .. to the
Cashfer's Office · by the · above
~ s date.
, Sunday

Sunday

Tuesday

Feb 2 Midnight

Excellent part-ti'me
\.. a_nd seasonal em~l~y
~ ent opportun1t1es
are available in a va riety of positions. For
complete information,
visit the Walt Disney
World Employment
Center, exit 1- 4 at
State Road 535 and
follow the ·signs. Or
call (305) 824-2222.
Open Monday
through Saturday
from 9 am until 5 pm.

Feb 16 Midnight

Mar 11 Midnight

If a student loses or mi splaces his fee invoice, he should then request

that another one be made out by personnel in the Cashier's Office .
Failure to obtain a dupli cate fee invoice cannot be used as an excuxe to
pay f c.· after the a bov e deadline .

•

JOIN THE CAST

Walt IV)isney World ·
•

An Equal Opportunil\ Ernplcner

Fun n' - 1't'<.'t.'mber ti.

I '.q..'.1' 4

l~fi4

·Editorial

SORRY KID

ORDERS FROM THE STATE· LEGISLATURE.

By Dana Eagles

Rising prices, or perhaps a rather high-handed means
of ensuring civil obedience has taken its toll on another
front of student affairs. As if being faced with the
possibility of the twenty-cent phone call, more increases
in postage, and putting saccharine in coffee because the
price of natural sweetener might exceed the price of the
java wasn't bad enough, parking in the wrong place on
campus will now cost you $15 instead of a dollar, as will
failure to have a sticker which used to cost you two
dollars. The ultimate infraction of unlawftilly parking
your bicycle will set you back five bills.
The lucridity of the harried shopper finding himself
overdue on his parking meter and paying fifteen dollars
as a penalty is not the issue. Nor is the real question that
of why uniformity of traffic violation penalties,
especially at a fifteen-fold increace, necessarily makes .
them fairer. Wedo not question the legality of the fact
that a moving violation that falls under the st~tuatory
damage_limits ca_n carry a maximum penalty of $25, but
an appeal of the same which is decided against the
defendant can carry with it a $500 fine.
Police Chief John Smith hit it on the head when he
said, "It's a lot of money to pay for a parking ticket."
Ostensibly, however, municipal and county judges
hearing appeals on non-moving and moving violations,
respectively, can charge part of the standard fine and
suspend the rest, after hearing the defendant's . ~ase.
According to state
Attorney General Robert
Shevin, an existing statute provides for establishment of
a student court to deal with violations occurring on
campus. Appeal to the student court would waive the
right to appeal to a civil court but would ·return the
appellate fine monies to the university. Certainly in the
interest of temperance and good sense the Board of
Regents should adopt Boone's proposal to establish a
student-oriented tribunal familiar with and sympathetic
to the problems and circumstances of the -particular
university.
Chief Smith has designated a one-month grace period
for violators of campus regulations, during which
"courtesy citations" will be issued. If the student court
is not established by the time t~e ·i ncreased penalties go
into· full effect, however, we have no doubt that they
will be significant deterrents to illegal parking. If not,
the average monthly 800 citations given should allow for
15 ties the amount of scholarships the system supposedly provides.
A bigger problem, it seems is why the vehicle
registration merry-go-round exists in the first place. We
don't argue the fact that administrators and staff should
have designated priority parking and to that extent
agree with citing those students who park their vehicles
in the wrong places. Yet requiring the · masses of
students to buy the privilege of .parking at a commuter
university seems to somehow separate the concepts of
attending a college miles away from civilization and
having to store the mode of transportation during the
school day. As if taxing heavily a group of outsiders who
do not have clear-cut privileges to parking facilities , the
university charges ten dollars per student to park in
.:;paces where no one else in th~ world would want to
park anyway unless hunting quail in the adjacent woods,
pays thousands of doll~rs in salaries and administrative
fees to give tickets to those who don't pay their ter:i
dollars, takes the fines students pay and gives
scholarships, and then tells the student body that the
thousands of dollars collected for registrations are
building all the beautiful new parking lots sprinting up
on campus.
Worse yet, Governor Askew's proposal calls for
, raising the parking fee to $45 per year and then appropriating the funds from all state universities on a
priority basis, so that FTU assessments could be paying.
for FSU parking lots, and vice-versa.
In short, is it unreasonable to assume that a campus
should provide facilities for its students to park? And if a
separate vehicle registration f~e must be made for
revenue purposes, should we not see some benefits for
it.:; payment?
Now more than-ever, vehicle registration must justify
itself, with students paying through the nose to park
both legally and illegally.
Published
weekly
at
Florida
Technological
Un i versity
by
Pres i dent Charles N . Millican. and
wr i flen and edited by and for the
university community
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Hallways
By Mike Hall

0 ur beloved administrators
took a long overdue step out of the
dark ages last week. Rex Brown
<as if to make aJiar out of me for
my last column) passed an RHA
proposal allowing the consumption of alcohol in the dorms.
Needless to say I think this was a
laudable move. I was very surprised when I heard the news,
however, I really didn't expect to
see alcohol in the dorms before I
graduated. Many students ihave
fought the administration . for

provide evidence · that consumption of alcohol...contributes
to academic learning."
By fall quarter of last year,
every state university in Florida
except FTU and one other
allowed aicoiioffo.iile.dorms. The..president of our student government decided to give it another
try. Polls were taken (most
everyone in the dorms wanted
th is privilege) letters were
written to other universitiesA i
(nope, no drunken orgies here)
and finally a bill was submitted to
the student senate and passed.
Dubbed Bill 6-5 it was sent to Rex
Brown and promptly vetoed. His
reasons for the veto were: 1) .
Booze will not contribute to the
"living-learning environment" in
the dorms; 2) There is no
"scientific evidence" that booze
helps you learn; 3) Booze is a bad
qrug that makes people have
wrecks in cars. The bill went
speakers to another dance co- back to the student senate where
sponsored with "the Village
it was reworked and sent to
Center.
Preside nt Millican who vetoed it
The accomplishment that we
again. Well ; by this time it was
are most proud of is the recent
summer. But a few students who
acceptance by Dr. W. Rex Brown
stayed during summer quarter
of the regulation allowing did some more research and
possession and consumption of wrote another proposal. This one
alcoholic beverages within the
said basically the same thing as
resident halls. This acceptance
its predecessor with a few
came about by following the
restrictions added (you can't
painfully long procedure of the
?rink in the halls or lounges, just
"system". But all our work and
m your room). Submitted to
patience paid off proving that the student government by what was
system may have faults , but it left of the Resident Hall
does work. Many thanks to the
Association <which wasn't a hell
fo!Jowing people who were of of a lot at the time), it was apgreat help: Elmer Seifert, Jesse
proved and sent to Rex Brown.
McLeod, Leo Goff, Pam HindAnd lo and behold, miracle of
man, Mike Bisesi, Dean
miracles it was approved!
McQuilkin, Dean Wilson and Dr.
Well founded rumor has it that.
W. Rex Brown.
last year's effort was shot down
Anyone interested in working -because the administration feels
with the Inter-Dorm Council for
that all dorm affairs should be
Winter Quarter, please contact handled by RHA and not Student
me at 275-4732.
Government. If that's the case
Sincerely, ; then last week's stamp of apSharon Esposito proval should have been given
President RHA , four years ago!

many years for this sudden
victory.
I dug into the FuTUre morgue
to see just how Jong students have .
·been trying to get the right to hav
booze in the dorms. I found an
article dated July 31, 1970 which
told of such proposal by then
RHA president Angela Yount. It
was vetoed by Rex Brown
because, he said, alcohol is an
"abused drug" which "is not
essential to the accomplishment
of the aims ...of the university".
Besides , be continued, "There is
no v~lid research availabl_e to

w-r--

RHA President
Writes Letter
An open letter to all resident
students,
staff
and
administrators:
Looking back over the past ten
weeks. l see the Residence Hall
Association and its newly formed
Inter-Dorm Council gaining
recognition as an important
org.anization
at
Florida
Technological University.
Our accomplishments this fall
include: a Halloween party with
children from the Lutheran
Home, two ice cream parties, the
First Annual Veteran's Day Auto
Rally, a dance with Rock n
Horse, and a picnic at Lake Clair
sponsored by the Resident Advisors. Of course none of these
activi_ties enticed 100 percent
attendance of the resident
students. but most of those who
did participate had a good time.
And who could ask for more than
that?
Topics still being researched
for next quarter range from
reserved parking
to guest
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Potts Writes Brown
Concerning AlOchol
Dear Dr . Brown,
I would like to take this op portunity to express to you m:•
sincere thanks for the recent
policy change allowing the
possession and consumption of
alcoholic beverages in the
residence halls on campus. I feel
that this change was long
overdue.
. At the same time, though, I
would like to express my utter
dismay with your memorandum
advising of this policy change and
the apparent disregard of Student
Governement's actions in this
matter. I must remind you that
the Student Senate initiated the
efforts to effect the necessary
policy change. The Student
Senate, with the passage of
Seriate Bill 6-5, compiled a
thorough report of similar
policies and practices at other
state universities and the Student
Government Executive Branch
conducted an indepth survey of
resident student problems including several questions on the
alcoholic beverage policy. The
Senate bill, committee report,
and survey results all indicated
the need for a policy change.
This bill was vetoed, but now,
less than a year later, the same
basic policy change called for by
the Student Senate has been effected. The only ac;tion since
that time (ignoring· the Senate's
efforts to seek a compromise)
was the passage of a resolution
by
the
Residence
Hall
Association . The research conducted by the RHA was no more
comprehensive than the obvious
need for a change.

~~~

It seems that the efforts made
to change this policy were just an
exercise of this university's
bureaucratic structure; and that
the philosophy seems to be: keep
the students busy on these minor
issues so they won't get into
anything important and find out
what's really going on.

15000'(early

Yes came to Lakeland last
Friday night to the welcome of
9,000 or so screaming Yes fans.
Only the second rock act to
perform at the brand new
Lakeland Civic Center, Yes
entertained the audience with
songs selected from previous
albums and a sneak preview of
some music from their upcoming
LP to be .released this week.
The Yesshow consisted mainly
of material from their previous
albums.
Along with ·two songs from
their new LP. "And You and I"
and the title cut from "Close to
the Edge" were performed along
with "Ritual" from "Tales from
Topographic Oceans".
After going through so many
personnel changes in the past few
years, Yes surprisingly manages
to keep their distinctive image.
With only two of the original
members, Jon Anderson and
~ ( ) Chris Squire, still in the group,
-Y cs hasn't lost any of the
originality and appeal that has
gained them so much notoriety in ·
the U.S. and abroad.
The latest personnel change,
that of Patrick Moraz replacing
the very popular Keyboard
player Rick Wakeman, has had
its effect on the band nonetheless.
Moraz is no match for Wakeman,
but then again, Wakeman may
have been too much of an overpowering influence in the Yes
sound.
At any rate Wakeman is now on
his own and Yes seems to be
more content with the present
setup.
Steve Howe, the very accomplished lead guitarist, was
his usual frantic self. Howe 's
facial expression . his tense grip
on the guitar neck and his in credible lightning quick speed on
an. of the varied array of electric

and steel guitars, proved his
mastership of the six-stringed
instrument.
Jon Anderson, the leader of the
group, was at no time lacking in
his vocal leadership.
His high pitched falsetto
balanced the music with overtones of grace and sweetness.
Chris Squire's powerful bass
lines were prominent as is his
style. Squire has an unusual
uncanniness and knowledge of
the bass guitar and its function in
such intricately arranged music.
Not to be delegated the usually
subtle role of a bass guitarist,
Squire surfaced and exposed
aspects of the bass that had a
certain freshness and vigor.
An encore was granted at the
close of the evening with the
English musicians playing their
most popular nwnber, "Roundabout".

*******
With the Yes concert, Gulf
Artists was able to bring top
entertainment to the Central
Florida area . They will apparently continue to do so with

,

three more shows lined up for this
month .
Tomorrow
night,
John
Davidson and Nancy Wilson will
be doing a charity performance
at the Lakeland Civic Center.
Tickets are $5.50, $6.50 and $7.50.
Next Friday,just as soon as the
finals are over with, Johnny
Winter will appear with
Renaissance at the Lakeland
Civic Center and again two nights
later here in Orlando at the
Sports Stadium Tickets for both
are $6.00 and each show begins at
8:00 pm.
If you are in the Jackoonville

area this coming month, Jet Set
Enterprises will have a number
of concerts to enjoy over the
holiday break.
On Dec. 11th, Renaissance will
appear in the Jacksonville Civic
Auditorium. At the Colosseum
Deep Purple, the Electric Light
Orchestra and Elf will appear on
the 14th of Dec. On Friday the
20th, Wishbone Ash, The Atlanta
Rhythm Section and Camel will
perform for $5.00 per person.
Black Oak Arkansas, Pure
Prairie League and Jo Jo Gunne
· will be in the Colosseum on the
28th and you can look for Grand
Funk on the 3rd of January. All
show times are at 8:00 p.m.
· Merry Christmas.
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Apartment
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"I got my job
through the
State Department
of Vocational ·

BRAND NEW

'Yes' Concert Review
By Mike Cerni

Sincerely,
.
R. Hunter Potts
Student Body President

1 really wish that I did not have
the concerns I've expressed but I
know that these feelings are
shared by many. In the ho'p es of
·making FTU one of the finest
institutions of higher education in
the country, I hope that we can all
take a more honest, open, and
positive approach to change

.

--=-==-=-========:::::::==::!

without worrying about wheth.er
or not students should be able to
have a drink in the privacy of
their· own room.

Aside from the reasons expressed in your veto letter of
Senate Bill 6-5, it is my opinion
that the real reason for the veto is
the premise that Student
Government should keep its nose
out of the dorms. I must state
emphatically that Student
Government represents ALL
students on this campus whether
they be resident or commuter,
graduate or undergraduate, or
male or female. Student
Government's efforts to effect
various policy changes within the
residence halls stemmed from
the fact that the residence
students have not and were not
being treated as adults and the
"in loco parentis" philosophy
was alive and living in the dorms
at FTU.

Speci'al TGIF charge for
ladies drinks. One cent' for
each year of your age. Bring
your drivers license for proof
of

~ge.

PHONE

. ~f 656-3333 .

e
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New Drama· COurse Available
By Alan Crouse

· ~.~J!D.

The Black Student Union collected food for needy family
at Thanksgiving. <Photo by Fred Sommers)

-Space Problem For Radio Club
:\lurnmat u

According to Dr. Ed Mccarter,
faculty adviser, the FTU Ham
Radio. Club has been sharing its
regular meeting place on thP. fifth
floor of the engineering building
with a group of graduate students
working on a research project.
The t\.vo groups found themselves
to be incompatible, with the
cackling of the radios, ·and the
club has been holding its
m l' eti "'.gs wherever there is
<n·ailable room. Mccarter said.
Club President Steve Lee said
they have been using the room
since the building wa opened ,
but ·ince.._ the. have become a

___

larger ana ·m ore active group, the
order has come down from Dean
Kcrste11 of engineering to
suspend their activities.
Staff Adviser Cecil Poston said
the group's use of the room has
been restricted from 6 to 10 p.m.
Since this is an inconvenient time
for.some of the me~bers , though,
the use of equipment has been
crutailed. .
Because it is close to the roof
and the antenna , ENGR 502
makes an ideal meeting place for
the club, Mccarter said. When
the biological science building is
completed and the humanities
building opens next quarter,
there will be more room and the
c~ub may be able to move back .

According to Mays, the
American theater was never
more politically oriented, with
Broadway hosting drama condemning totalitarianism and -the
threat of fascism from Eruope,

You have heard of bread lines
and dust bowl blues. but did you
know the Great Depression was
an exciting period for the
American Theater?
Dr. David D. Mays of the FTU
Theater Department, in announcing his Great Depression
Drama Course for the spring
quarter. talked about what the
Depression did for theater.
According to Mays, who did
both his Masters thesis and
Doctoral
dissertation
on
Depression drama, the years
following the Wall Street
"Crash" was the only period
when the theater and other arts
were government subsidized.
W.P.A. the governments work
program. usually meant new
roads. post offices and municipal
parks. but Mays pointed out that
projects also included works by
writers. playwrights, painters
and sculptors.

as well as
capitalism.

the

collapse

ot

According to Mays, the success
of the Depression course will
have a direct bearing on whether
he will negotiate to offer a similar
course in the spring quarter,
dealing with World War II.

DRAWING
INSTRUMENTS

Orson Welles, famed producer
of radio's "War of the Worlds"
and the critically acclaimed film,
"Citizen Kane,"
was
instrumental in the forming of
"Unit 81," a major Harlem
theater project.

' $19.95
Includes 5- 3/ 4 11 Bow Pen/
Pencil Compass, 6" Divider, 3-3/ 4 11 Pencil Compass.
Handsome case.

Mays said his course, Theater
Other sets also .available.

and Thursday nights from seven
to 8:50 p.m.
The course will focus on popular
entertainment during the period
1929-39 including plays, films,

Mays said the American
theater Eieveloped a new form
during this period: the " Ii ving
newspaper," which used all the
current media from live drama
and audio voice-over, to motion
pictures.
One of these plays, entitled
"One-third of the Nation,"
documented the his.tory of
American Housing .

VW'S BMW'S
DEMONSTRATORS
ALL MODELS
BUGS-SUPER BUGS-BUSES-412's-OASHERS-THINGS-BAVARIAS-2002'i

BUY NOW AT

· "ff sounds

fascinated
Mays.

time.

Mays said ·s upport of the Negro
in the theater was also introduced
during the depression, fetauring
plays and movies such as ''Green
Pastures," with all-black casts
dramatizing the plight of
American Negroes.

491 section 04, will meet Tuesday

Mays added that "according to
Congress," the art projects were
cancelled when they were
overrun by Communists.

radio and other amusements that
detracted our parents from the
grim realities of that difficult

dull
but it
audiences ," said

JREMENDOUS SAVINGS
·"Just 31• mile East of HiWay 436 on Colonial Dr."

Another ,
·en titled
" Spirochete," celebrated a cur~
for syphilis.

LOUIS VW
6363 E. Colonial Dr.

BMW
Ph. 277-7220
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FES Shows Concern
By Cameron E. Pyle

F'T
chapter is open to all
students within the College of
Engineering who are or plan to
become
registered
as
a
professional as required by the
state of Florida. Meetings are
held in EN 360 at 12 noon on the
second and fourth Thursday of
the month, and according to
Popkin, anyone with an interest
in engineering should feel free to
attend.
This coming Febru - p 0 pk\n~S
will sponsor the foun. annual
Engineer's Week Fair coinciding

Amidst fears of a growing lack
of interest, the FTU chapter of
the Florida Engineering Society
(FES) is seeking to inform the
FTU community and future
,.. college
students
of
the
possibilities that exist within the
various fields of engineering.
FES president, Henry popkin
expressed concern over the fact
that career opportunities in
engineering have not received
enough critical attention.

with National Engineer's Week
during the 18-22 of the month. The
fair will feature competition in

FES is a national organization
nf professional engineers and the

/

individual and group clas e with
awards given for the best
l'ngineering projects on display
and exhibits by Central Florida
industries <in· attendance last
year were Martin -Marietta and
Florida P0wer
orp . among
others>. Some of the entries in
last year's competition included
a cubic slide rule. solar
refrigerator. and a saf with an
l'lectronic lock operated by a
hand-held digital computer .
Popkin said that in the past an
automobile orientated towards
total safety which was designed
hy one of the engineering
departments, eventually made it
to a second place finish in
national competition.

Another act1v1ty planned by
F'ES to promote engineering is to
C'irculate among area high
schools with prepared presentations utilizing up-to-<late films
and slides to give students an
accurate picture of the field .
Popkin stated that this was not to
be a hard-sell nterprise and is
intended to how not only the
good points of such careers but
will also focus on the hassles and
drawbacks involved as well.
Thi kind of demonstration
said Popkin , is something which
is badly needed by high school
students as opposed to tne
glorified representations of "life
outside the classroom" that they
usually receive.

As for students at FT who
have already decided upon an
engineering specialt , the
Central Florida Chapter of FES
periodically ends volunteers to
our campus to take FES m mbers out into the field for a little
practical experience in how
engineers actually put their
training to use. Popkin pointed
out that such experiences are
invaluable to students before
they invest so much time and
money in technical training that
they can't back ollt.
Better to be back on the farm
than to spend four years of
college preparing for something
you ·re going to hate!

Marketing Club
Sees
Success
.
.

-

Since last Spring, the FTU
Marketing Club has grown from
two to over 30 members, and has
become one of the top collegiate
chapters. of the American
Marketing Association in the
nation.
Although geared primarily to
marketing and business majors,
the club is made up of students
from many areas and is designed
to give them working experience
in business and marketing.
To
kick
off
· their
reorganization, the members
decided to hold a seminar that
would benefit FTU and business
community as well as the club.
The clinic, "Multiple Opportunities for ·
Vocationa,l
Enrichment" <M.O.V.E.) was
Id October 16 and attracted
= 'JOUt 130 who paid $7 each to
hear lectures by FTU faculty
members.
Topics and speakers included
"Moving from Non-management
to Management" by Dr. Waldron
Berry;
"Consumerism
Challenge for Marketing in the
'70's," Dr. Ronald S. Rubin,
faculty advisor; "Who is Batten
. B~rton. Durstin 1 and Osbor;n and
Why are they doing this to me?"
Dr: William G. Callerman;
"Your Boss Has Problems, Too,"
Dr . Newel Comish; "Women in
_ ~ Business," Carol P. Wilson, Dean

of
Women;
and
"The
Salesmanship of a Sale," by
Eugene E. Teeple.
The instructors donated their
time and the program netted the
Marketing Club $1000, over $500
of which was donated to the FTU
fund.
Comments from people participating in the -program were
good and have continued to come
in.
In the few short months since
the club was reorganized , it has
become one of the most successful groups on campus. They
are active in the Business College
and sponsor Business Day,
commercials
for
various
organizations, and publish
resumes for their members. In
addition, they participate annually in ECA day and conduct
marketing research.
Presently, the marketing club '
is trying to interest more
sophomores and juniors.
"I would like students to have
as much experience in business
and marketing as possible,"
commented Ivor Singer, club
president.
Regular meetings are held
twice a month at 12:00 noon on
Thursdays. Anyone interested in
joining may call Dr. Reubin,
Extension 2105, or the club office,
, room 225, in the Village Center.

Dr Rub~ faculty a~visor for the Marketing Club, talks to club members. (Photo by
Instructional Media)
-

Greeks
,\lpha Chi Omega

AXO was recently visited by
their Province President, Mrs.
Anna Alley.
.
Two hundred people attended
thi years Founder's Day.
AXO has adopted a new
Altruism , Cystic Fibrosis, with
proceeds from the annual
Christmas Boutique going to C.F.
This past weekend the sisters
enjoyed a social with Sigma Chi
Fraternity .

Ne_w Dept. Created
The continuing growth of new
academic programs at FTU has
been most recently marked by
the establishment of a Departml'nt of Public Service Ad111 inistration, to meet the needs of
students planning career
in
public sC'rvice at the local. state
or national lt•vels.
The
rapidly
expanding
program already has attracted
n ort' than :mo students. who are
oring in Criminal Justice.
.. 1cd Legal Sl'rvices. and
Political Science-Public Administration. the three degrees
that are offered.
Dr. William W. Young, ffirrnt•r
Chairman of Political Sticnce.
has bt'en na1rn•d to head the new
departnwnt.
Young noted that the fulltime
faculty and parttime instructors

in the program have, in addition
to their teaching credentials,
practical working backgrounds
in their particular fields
They represent areas such as
law. cor.rections, court ad ministration. local government
administration and general
publie administration .
/\ major feature' of the Public
Service Admini tration program
is !ht• availability of internships
that place students in positions in
gov<.'rnml'nl. wlwre they l'an
aequire knowk•dgc of the. variou, ,
adivitit's involved in the
gO\'t•rnnwntal process and skil ls
that \\'ill <'nable tlwm to pl'rform
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more effectively when they are
<•mployed by public agencies .
The program
in the new
dt'partment arr designed to
t•ducate and train students for
l'arcl'rs as corrections officers.
law t•nforcement officers. court
administrators.
re earch
assistants for tate's Attorneys
or
public drfenders.
ad111 inistrators. !{'gal a sistants.
court service workrrs. probation
offic<.'rs. juvenile k•gal a sistants.
planning and research officers .
and ad,·isors to law Pnforcemcnt
agpncics. said Young.
Information on the ,·arious
options ofkrc.•d in Public Service
i\dm inistrntion and rnrollml'nt
pnK'<.'durc.'s may be obtained by
contacting Dr. Young at 275-2603.
or the FTU Admissions Office.
:.!75-~S 11.
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FIAT 128 SPORT L COUPE

This is Your
Lile Style.
(No matter how much economy you ~ed,
no matter how many lives you lead.l
Standard equipment includes:
4-SPEED TRANSMISSION • FRONT DISC
BRAKES • DUAL BRAKE SYSTEM •
RADIAL-PLY TIRES • ELECTRONIC TACHOMETER •
UNITIZED BODY CONSTRUCTION • FULL CARPETING •
0
FLOW-THROUGH
VENTILATION

2927°

BiJJ Bryan In1ports
" 'inter Park Phone

628-4:~43

BLOCK 5 NORl H OF T H E WINTER PARK MALL
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OH I. Grl'gory Robert. B.S .B.A.
Accountancy

DALE. Naomi Cox. B.A.
Elementary Education

BRUSH. Sandra W., M.Ed .
Elementary Education

.\LBEHT. William Enwst. Jr .. B.S.B.A
\ 1;1 nagl'llH'll t

PAYNE. William F . III, B.S.B.A.
Aecountancy

EASTON. G. Tate. B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

CONNER. Shirley Williams, M.Ed .
Elcmcnatry Education

H.-\H:\ES. Kl'lllll'th W .. B.S.B.A.

PFEIFFER. Thomas M .. B.S.B.A .
Management

GENTILE. John R.,
Secondary Education-Science Education

DIETZEL. Dorothy Adams , M.Ed.
Elementary Education

.-\rt'ountane~·

PHILLIPS. James B., Jr., B.S.B.A .
Accountancy

GILLS. Sharon D., B.A.
K-12 Physical Education ·

DUGAN. Maureen S., M.Ed.
K:12-Library Media Specialist

BUTEHO. Jorge Enrique. B.S.B.A.
\larketing

PHILLIPS. Richard L., B.S.B.A.
Marketing

GIBBONS . Joan L., M.Ed .
Elementary Education

BO\"IS. Frank ~ avne. B.S.B.A .
Finance
·
BRANSON. Dm:id Alan. B".S.B.A.
Aecountancy and Economics

PIRTLE·. Ernest C., B.S.B .A.
Accountancy

GRAY . Peggy Joy P ., B.A.
Sl'condary Education-English Language
Arts Education
GROSSKURTH. Carl Edward, B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

RAINES. Jerome Steven. B.S .B.A.
Management

HANSEN. Vickie Lee , B.A.
Elementary Education

HUGGINS. Judson Dean, Jr .,
Guidance

RUIS. James Allen. B.S.B.A.
Business Administration and Finance

HARDY. Richard H., Jr.,
K-12-Physical Educatic.'1

JANKOWSKI. Robert Edward Micha
Administration-Supervision

SCINTO. Teresa S., B.S.B.A.
Accountancy

HAUK. Janice K., B.A.
Elementary Education

SHORE. Barry Wayne, B.S.B.A.
Accountancy

HODSON. Lauren Ann, B.A.
Elementary Education

SMITH . Craig L., B.S .B.A.
Marketing

HULL. Deborah Kae , B.A.
K-12-Library Media Specialist

SPELL. Pamela, B .S.B.A.
Management

JACKSON. Patricia Diane, B.A.
_ Elementary Education

COi.i.Eta: OF 1n·s1:\ESS .\D'.\11:\ISTIL\TION
Badwlor's Dt·~rt't'

'

:\n·oun talll·~·
HEL'TLIC'll. Lawrence Rolf.

C'ARDONA. Martha Horruitiner. B.S.B.A.
Aecountancy
CHESINWATANA. Nonglak, B.S.B.A .
l\1arketing
CHURCH. Luther. Jr., B .S .. B.A.
Aecountancy
CLINGER. Robert. B.S.B .A.
Accountancy

HERMAN. Gail Giordano, M.Ed.
K-12-Physical Education

LA MOTTE. Evelyn 0., M.Ed .
Guidance

COLE. James H .. Jr'.,
COPELAND . Harry H., B.S.B .A . .
l\lanagement
DEES. Florence F.; B.S.B.A.
Accountancy

R
A

DI LABBIO. Paul, B.S.B.A.
Accountancy
EVANS. William T., B.S.B.A.
Ac:countancy
FEUERSTEIN. Robert Paul, B.S.B.A.
Management

D

FUOTO. Frank, Jr., B .S.B.A.
Finance
GIRVIN. J. Steven. B.S.B .A.
Ac:countancy
GRIGSBY. James D., B .S.B.A.
l\lanag~ment

HAIIN. F . Thomas, B.S.B.A .
l!ARDY. Wayne Thomas. B.S.B.A .
J\lanagement

U·
.A
T

HERRING. Marvin Latten, Jr ., B.S .B .A.
Accountancy
·
HICKSON . Michael L., B .S.B .A.
Management
HODGINS. Jimmie Charles,
Marketing
HOLT. William H., Jr., B.S .B.A.
Management
HOOD . Robert C., B .S .B .A.
Management
llUNT . Joe F., B.S.B.A.
Finance
HYDER . Janet. B.S.B.A .
Ac:coun tancy
JONES. Richard Dale, B.S.B.A.
Management
KAUFF. James D., B.S.B.A.
Accountancy
'
LANGFORD. Louie F . III, B.S.B .A.
Management
LATHROP. Kenneth E., B.S.B .A.
Management
LAUTERIA. Louis Henry, B.S.B .A.
Accountancy
LEAVELL. Steven A., B.S.B.A.
Accountancy
LEFKOWITZ. David Leonard, B.S .B.A .
Accountancy
LIVAUDAIS. Thomas Joseph, B.S .B .A.
Accountancy
TcNAMARA. Kevin T ., B.S.B .A.
Management
l\llLLER . John Edward , Jr., B.S.B .A.
Accountancy
:\Il'RRAY. James Dennis, B.S.B.A.
:\Ianagement
'.\ELSO!\i . Lyles .B .. · B.S.B .A.
Ac:c:ountancy
:\E\\"TON . Elbert Ha ynes. B.S .B.A.
,\cc:ountancy
·

11.\lSTEAD . Nl'al Allan. B.S.B.A .
r··111ancl'

<

E

s

LONG. Virginia L., M.Ed.
·Secondary Education-English Lang
Arts Education

STROUD. Paul Jay, B.S.B A.
Marketing

JENKINS. Annette L., B.A.
Secondary Education-Business Education

TALMAGE. Thomas D., Jr., B.S.B.A.
Business Administration

JESSEE. Randy Ray, B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

PASTERNACK. Ethel Jean MacNa
Administration-Supervision

TAYLOR. Kenneth Edward, B.S.B.Aa.
·Accountancy

LEIDNER. Henry Rober, B.A.
Elementary Education

PATTERSON. George Ross, Jr., M.E
Secondary Education-Mathematics

THOMPSON. Robert D., Jr., B.S.B.A.
Business Administration

LUNCEFORD. Elsie Ann Smith, B .A.
Elementary Education

PIATT . Michael Charles, M.Ed .
K-12-Physical Education

TURNER. Richar.d E ., B.S.B .A.
Management

MAGUIRE. Rosanne, B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

RAYMOND . William E., M.Ed.
Exceptional Child

WALKER. Gary Lynn, B.S.B.A.
Business Administration

MARSHALL. Kathleen Gutierrez, B.A.
Elementary Education

SCHWICKRATH. Kathleen Anne , M.
Exceptional Child

WETHERBEE . Gary Leroy , B .S.B .A.
Finance and Economics

McGEHEE. Martha Kathryn, B.A.
Elem e ntary Education

WHEELER. James Fred,
K-12-Physical Education

WIERNICKI. John P ., Jr ., B.S.B .A.
Managem ent

MONROE. George Arthur, B.A.
K-12-Library Media Specialist

WILKINSON . Robert P ., B.S.B .A.
Management

NI CHOLS . Ka thleen Dal e , B.A.
Elem entary Education

WILSON. Nina Jean , B .S.B.A .
Accountancy

NIELSEN. Timothy L., B.A .
Elementary Education

WINDOM. Charl es Edward, B.S.B.A.
Management

OAKLEY. Brenda Jean , B.A.
Elem entary Education

YOUNG . Alan Guy, B.S.B.A.
Marketing
·

O'DONNELL. John G., B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

PETKO . Gloria Rose , B.A.
Elementary Education

Master's Degree
MOSELEY. Richard S., MB.A.
Business Administration
POPE . Clinton Dale. M s.
Management
SZYMANKIEWICZ. Ted, M.B.A.
Business Administration
ZERSEN. William Frederick Hugo, M.B .A.
Business Administration
('OLLEGE OF EDl CATION
Bachrlor's D<'gr<>f

ALFORD . Janws Kenneth, B.A.
K-12-Physical Education
ANGLETON . Margaret Emily, B.A .
r:Iementary Education
ASHMORE. Robin Lynn, B.A.
Elementary Education
REAL. D<.'bra Jean. B.A.
Elementary Education
BERROYER. Lt•slie Dee Mc:Mullen. B.A.
Elementary Education
BLAMIRE. Paula Marylin Monroe . B.A.
K-12-Physical Educatio.n
BLANTON . Ann Marie . B.A.
K-12-Library Ml'dia Specialist
CJ\HK\' . Christine . B.A.
K-12-Library M<•dia ~pl'eialist
CATINELLA . Jant't Marie'. B.A.
Ell'nwntar~· Education

PIPER. Rose Frances, B .A.
K-12-Visual Arts Education
REEN. Patrick F., B.A.
K-12-Physical Education
REICHENBACH . Roberta Anne, B.A.
K-12-Visual Arts Education
SCOTT. Sheila Lynn, B.A.
Elementary Education
SHAWD. Raymond G., B.A.
Elementary Education
SMITH . Patrice Anne, B.A.
Elementary Education
SNYDER. Patricia Lynn. B.A.
K-12-Library· Media s'pecialist

C'llElrnY . s,J, i;1 Z .. H.1\ .
K - 1~ - Lihrar< :\l1·dia Spl'cialist

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND Fl
Bachelor's Degr~~

BRACKIN. Robert David, B.A.
English
·
COE. Barbara S., B.A.
French
CUSIMANO. Anthony James , Jr ., B.
History
EXLEY. David Brooke",
English
FERGUSON. Judy Anne, B.A.
Spanish
FERRON . Leo Joseph, Jr., B.A.
Art
FLICK. Danalee T., B.A.
French
FLORMAN. David, B.A.
(Pre-Law) History
GRIFFIN. Patricia Eileen, B.F .A.
Art
.
HANDLEY. Donald LeRoy, B .F .A.
Art
HECHLER. Barbara Kay, B.A.
English
HOLLOWAY. Heidrun L., B.A
Art

TYLER. Sam L. II , B.A.
K-12-Physical Education

JONES. Susan D., B.A.
Spanish

VICKERY. Edwina Rollins. B.A.
Sc.•condary Education-Science Education

KIBBEE . Raynette Diane, B.A .
Foreign Languages

WESTEH.F'IELD. Frances Elaine , B .A.
Sl'condary Educ:ation -English Language\
Arts Education
WllITTAKEH. Dana Brian , B.A.
K-12-Ph ysic:al Education

H.APP . Susan Kay, B.A . _
Iii story
HEYNA. Sammy Joe. B.A.

WOODS . Dc•nise J .. R.A.

SC'condary r:dueatinn -Social .Science Education

Art

HIC'II . Sharon L., B.A.
Philosophy
SAHGIS. Julia A.. B.A.
Theatre

( '()LJ ,E(; E <>F EIH "( '. \TIO:\

1\IKEN . ('a~·;;c~1 ~ Ed~ - ---( ;uidalH.'('
BJ\f\EH . l>t•a n1H' 1\1. . 1\1.Ecl.

C'J\\'INS . William !{olll'rl. B.J\ .
Elt·nwntar~· Education

PACE. Ruth A., M.Ed.
Secondary J?iducation-Business Educ

i': h• nwntar~ ·

Eciul' ation

BI<:IffHAl\1. Burt (;ordon . 1.Ed .
< :11 idam·t·

SC'OTT. Thomas F .. B.A .
TIH.'atre
TEMPIE. William D .. B.F .A.
Art
\\"II ITE. Jonathan E .. Bl'' .A.

Art
\\.ILSO '. Tt•d K.. B.A.
\J11sic
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor's Degree

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES
Bachelor's Degree

BOWERS. Wendy L., B.A.
Psychology

l\kKE ' 'A. M. Ma rgu erite" B.A.
f>syc:holog_

ABRAM . Stephanie Louise, B.S.
Biological Science <Zoology)

BUNDITY ANO ND. Suvit,
Mech.a nical Engineering

BOWMAN. Elizabeth J., B.A.
Political Science

M IW . Debra Lvnn. B.A.Political Science -Pre-Law

BELDING. Stephen T.,
Biological Science

BYRNES. John, B. S.E .
Mechanical Enginee~ing

BROBEIL. Thomas E ., B.A.
Political Science-Public Administration

NICKOLSON. ons tanc:e Elliott . B.A.
Soc:iology-Social Work

BELLIS. David Charles, B.S.
Statistics

CAREW. William Robert, B.S.E .
_Electrical Engineering

BRUTON . John T. , B.A.
Communication-Journalism

OLLIFF. Eustace Amhronse III. B.A.
Political Sc:i ence-Pre-Law

BIVINS. Joseph Anthony , B.S.
Chemistry

CONE. David Jr.,
Electrical Engineering

CAROWE:LL. Harold D., Sr .. B'.A.
,
Sociology-Social Work

PACHA. Alison Joy , B.A.
Communication-Communicative Disorders

BRADSHAW. Deborah K., B.S.
Biological Science

COOK. Dawn Marie, B.S .E.
Environmental Engineering

CARDWELL. Priscilla D., B.A.
Sociology-Social Work

PACKER: Marsha A., B.A .
Political Science

BURTNETT. Helen Elizabeth , B.S.
Medical Record Administration

CROSBY . Daniel N., B.S.E.
Mechanical Engineering

CATHA. James M., B.A.
Political Science

.P ARTIN . Patricia, B.A.
Political Science

DECKMAN. Mary Madden, B.S.
Medical Technology

DAVIES . Robert William,
Mechanical Engineering

CAY. Frederick Martin,
Comm uni cation

PARTIN . Patricia B.A.
Political Science

DILLON. Alan R., B.S.
Biological Science <Microbiology)

ELMI. Hadi, B.S.E.
Environmental Engineering

Communication~Comtnunicative

ELLERBE. Derell , T ., B.S.
Chemistry

FRANKFORT.' Robert Johannes, B.S.E.
Mechahical Engineering ·

DELEMOS. FrederiCk P. III, B.A.
Psychology

RAJTAR. Gayle Prince , B.A.
Communication-Radio & TV

ERICKSON. Neal Alan, B.S.
'Respiratory Therapy

FRASHER. Gary Wayne, B.S.E .
·Materials
· · ·1 •

DOUGLAS. Robert Bruce, B.A.
Political Science
· ·

RIEPE. Patricia Howard, B.A.
·
Psychology

EVERSON. Lawrence P ., Jr., B.S.
Chemistry

GARCIA. Fabian, B .S.E.
Industrial Engineering

DUNN. William Charles, Jr., B.A.
Criminal Justice

SAVOLA. Onnie Aileen, B.A.
Sociology

FERREE. Daniel M., B.S.
Respiratory Therapy

JONES. Donald H. ,
Electrical Engineering

FARREN. Lawrence R., B.A.
Psychology

SEIFERT . Elmer Charles II,

:hton, M.Ed.

FURBISH. Donna Lynn, B.S.
Biological Science <Microbiology)

JUNG. Gunthard , B.S .E .
Mechanical Engineering

FEAGIN. Michael D., B.A.
Communication

Sociology

d
Bucation

GATHERS. John Joseph, B.S.
Chemistry

KRZYWICKI. Terry Lee, B.S.E .
Environmental Engineering .

FISHER. Bobbie Croom, B.A.
Sociology

GEYER. Roger Douglas, B.S.
Chemistry

MUENCH. George James, B.S.E.
Industrial Engineering

HALL. C. Denis, B.S.
,Biological Science

STEFFENS. Michael Archie, B .S.E .
Industrial Engineering
STROUP . Richard Willard , B.S.E .
Electrical Engineering
THORPE. Marvin Renfroe , Jr., B.S.E .
Electrical Engineering

I

ltion

HAMES. Roger Wayne, B.S.
Respiratory Therapy

~d:

KANE. Frances Elizabeth, Chemistry

TOWE. James A., B.S.E .
Industrial Engineering

LANCASTER. Catherine Ann , B.S .
Medical Record Administration

WILLARD. Jeffrey Da vid, B.S.E.
Mater ials E ngineering

LEEPER. Lee Wesley , B.S.
Biological Sc ience

YOUNG. Robert Jam es, B.S.E.
Materials Engineering

LINDSTROM . Dorothy Sue , B.S.
Respiratory Th"e rapy ·

ZARRILLO . Gino, B.S.E .
Eiectrical E ngin eering

MILLER. Jack Alan , B.S.
Mathematics and Computer Science

Disorclers

NICHOLSON. Marguerite K. ,
Respiratory Therapy

COLLEGE OF ENGI NEERING
Master's Degree

BAHREMAND . Mehdi, M.S.

OSTNER. Charles F. , Jr ., B.S.
Respiratory Therapy

TAYLOR. David Malcolm ,. B.A.
Com m unication-Radio & TV
THOMPSON. Jacqueline Elaine, B.A.
Sociology

HORNING. Caroline Olive, B.A.a
Communication-Journalism

WAGNER. Nehemiah, B.A.
Communication-Radio & RTV
WARD. Donald Randolph , B.A.
Politieal Science

HUNTER. Patricia S., B.A.
, Communication-Communicative Disorders

SNYDER. Randall S., B.S.
Biological Science <Zoology)

DUPUIS. Barry Walden , M.S.E.
Industrial Engineering

JOHNSTON. Joyce Jeannette, B .A.
Psychology

SULMAN. Charles Harvey, B.S.
Biological Science

HUTTNER. Frank Paul , M.S.

WOLTERS. Jeffrey Brian , B.S.;
Computer Science

NOLLER . Paul Christ, M.S.E.S .M.
Environmental ~ystems Management

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SC'IENCES
Master's Degree

POWELL. Kim, M.S.E .S.M.
Environmenta'l Systems Management
RUSSELL. Stephen M., MS.E .
Industrial Engineering

HARRISON . Margaret Hart, M.S.
Biological Sc:ience

THOMAS. Ronald George, M .S.

GENEHAI..STl DIES PROGRAM
Bachelor's Degr<'<'

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Bachelor's Degree

ADAMS. Minni e Sue. B.A.
Sociology

Donald ilonald.

General Studies
HAHLOW. Kathleen A . l ,awhorn . B.A.
J>syc:hology

FULLEIL Terc.•sa Marie. B.A.
(;t•rwral Studit•s

BAHll\' . James W.. B .A .
Ps~Thology

I IEWITT . Linda Wolken . B.S. :

(;erwral Studies
nEHC:EH . Edward J .. B.A.
. Criminal .Justin•

I IOSMEH . Philip ('la rk, B.S.
<;l'rwral Sludic.>.

BIGCS . Donna VronH' . B.A.
IOZZI. .Jt'ffrc.•v Louis . B.
<;l'1wral Studi.cs

Sociology

.JO ·r:s. ') .

<'riminal .Justice•

BOIVIN . Janws II.. B.A.
<;l'IH·ral

SULDO. David Joseph , B.A.
Psychology

HIBER. Jha n William, B.A .
Political Science

DUNCAN : Raymond B ., Jr., M.S.

\'\'Ollll<',

STEWART. Ronald George ,
Political Science-Public Administration

HEM. Karen Hansel, B.A.
Psychology

SCALA. Gregory Edwin, B.S.
Biological Science <Microbiology)

AL~XANOt:H .

-STE.FANE C. Carol Marie, B.A.
Allied Legal Services

HATFIELD . J erry McKinley , B.A.
Communication-Radio & TV

JOHNSON. Kenneth W., B.A.
Political Science-Public Admjnistr~tion

MANTELLO. Nicholas A., M.S.

B.A.

Studic•s

I

WEST. Wil.lie V., B.A.
Sociology-Social Work
YOUNG. Shirley S., B.A.
Psychology
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
·Master's Degree ·
BLEDDYN. Hugh Jackson , M.P.P .
Political Science-Public Policy

JOYCE. Alan Kent,
Communication-Radio & Tv

BRADFORD. Diane Mitchell, M.S.
Psychology-Clinicaal Psychology

KACZMAREK. Sharon, B.A.
Sociology-Social Work

CASTELLANO. William Randolph, M.P .P .
Political Science-Public Policy

KENNEDY. Brian Edward, B.A.
Political Science-Public Administratiin

DEMAIN. Virginia Lynn, M.A.
Communication

KERNER. Ronald M. , B.A.
Crimnirial Justice

GEIER. Suzanne Smith , M.S.
Psychology

Psychology-Indu~trial

KOTEEN. Dena Susan. B.A.
Criminal Justice

HALL. Hardy L., Jr ., M.S.
Psychology-Industrial Psychology

LABA. Gary Alan , B.A.
Psyc~ology

JOHNSON. Don E. II, M.P.P .
Political Science -Public Policy

LAUR. Richard J . II, B.A.
.Psychology

KNORR. Kathy L .. M.S.
Psychology

LEONE. Dominic Michael, B.A.
Soc:iology

Mc:KEE . Stev en Lee ." M.A.
C'om 111 unication

MACKI . David Allen. B.A.
Criminal Justic:e

!UZZO . William A., M.S.
Psychology

MAITLEN . D<·horah Ha e, B.Aa .
Criminal Justi c: e
l\1AKHIS . Manuel. B.A.
Psyc:hology

Karen Marlaine, B.A.

STANLEY. Philip Charles, III, B.A.
Political Science-Public Administration

HAND. Michael Thomas , B.A.
Political Science

COOPERMAN . Stephen , M.S.E.
Electrical Engineering

THUM. George William, B.S.
Computer Science

'

STALLINGS. Carolyn Jean , B.A.
Communica~ion-Communicative Disorders

GEHRKE Charles R. , B.A.
Political Science-Pre-Law

INGRASSIA . John G., B.A.
Criminal Justice

KOWNACKI. William Alexander, M.S.

i

STALCUP. Farrell E., B.A.
Political Science-Pre-Law

GALINDO Y MARTINEZ . Ofelia, B.A.
Political Science-Pre-Law

BERMAN. Joy Louise Floyd,
REMALEY. Stephen Edward, B.S.
Chemistry

PEARSON. Alan R. , BA
Political Science-Pre-Law

SOW~RS.

HUGHES. Vickie B ., B.A.
Sociology-Anthropology

f\. .

•

DAMKJER. Marcia B., B.A.

HUPP . E velyn Sue, M.A.
Communication
'
STEVENS . Ivonete Alves Silva, M.S.
Psychol?gy-Sc:hool P51~hology

MAllTIN. Dc•borah Lvnn. B.A.
S1>ciology-Anlhropology

STORYEY. Melissa Hardman, M.P.P .
Political Sc:ience-Public Policy

kCAilTI.<: H. f<'ra11k A .. B.A.
Criminal .Justi ce
"
Id TYHE. Hoberl L ..

Corn1nu11icalio11 -Radio c"" TV

STOHE Y . Woodrow W., Jr., M.P .P.
Political Science-Public Policy
WIGHTMAN . Dennis Charles. M.S.
Psyc:hology -Industrial Psychology

I . I t.:1 • 1l1
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We'll Help
You Find What ,
You Have Lost
FREE!

- Final Exam Schedule

Bring Your

Classt•s Which First !\let
During the Week at

Message to:
Room 215,
Library, by
Our Ad Deadline
Contact IV'iort:

1.111 . l\tondav
1.111 . l\londa\·
111 l\londav ·

7-8 :45 a .m .. Mon ., Dec 9
7-8:45 a.m .. Wed .. Dec 11

l\1ondav
n .m. l\londav
noon Monday
>.111 . Monday
>.m. Monday
>.111 . Monday
.m. Monday
.m . Monday
p.m. Monday
p.m. Monday

9-10:45 a.m ., Thurs. , Dec 12
11 -12:45 p.m ., Mon., Dec 9
1-2:45 p.m . Tues., Dec 10
1-2:45 p.m. , Thurs ., Dec 12
3-4:45 p.m .. , Tues. , Dec 10
3-4:45 p.m ., Wed., Dec 11
5-6:45 p.m. , Mon., Dec 9
5-6:45 p.m ., Wed ., Dec 11
7-8 :45 p.m., Mon., Dec 9
7-8:45 p.m., Wed., Dec 11

a.111 .

•

1

~

a. m. Tuesday
<Lm . Tuesday
J. m . Tuesday
]( a .m. Tuesday
1 a. m . Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
I p. m. Tuesday
:.. n .m. Tuesday
.l 1u 11 . Tuesday
. p. m. Tuesday
1; p. m. Tuesday
- p. m . Tuesday

Than 6,000
Readers Thru
Fu TU re

9-10 :45 a.m .. Tues., Dec 10

7-8:45 a.m., Tues ., Dec 10
7-8:45 a .m., Thurs. Dec 12
9-10:45 a .m .. Mon., Dec 9
9-10:45 a .m., Wed., Dec 11
11 -12 :45 p.m ., Tues., Dec 10
1-2:45 p.m., Mon., Dec 9
1-2 :45 p.m., Wed., Dec 11
3-4 :45 p.m ., Mon .. Dec 9
3-4:45 p.m., Thurs ., Dec
5-6:45 p.m.,Thurs., Dec 12
7-8 :45 p.m., Tues., Dec 10
7-8:45 p.m., Thurs., Dec 12

'ompreh_ans~ve Final Examin:=ition~ m~st be scheduled during the
J l ex::immat1on week at the times md1cated above. Any variance ·
m this schedule ?lust be appro~ed by the dean of the college and
>orted to the Office of Academic Affairs .
'lasses whic~ m~et first ~n Wednesday , Thursday, or Friday should
1 ~dule exam!nat10ns durmg the examination week at the option of
' mstructor m consultation with the students.
nstructors desiring to schedule multiple section examinations must
1 1 1tact the c?llege a_ssista~t dean w~o _ wi_Il coordinate scheduling with
I~' _Academ1~ A'.fairs ~fflce to mm1m1ze conflicts . Most multiple
·. <-~ion exammat10ns will be scheduled on Tuedsay, December 10, 56 i ;:> p.m.; Wednesday, December 11 and Thursday December 13 1112 .50 p.m .
I

I

Classified Ad
Columns!

Five me'!1bers of Mrs. Frances Johnson's group in. terpret~bon class at FTU are caught during a rehearsal
for skits they presented at eight Orlando-area
elen:ientary sc:h_0«_>ls as part of the AJ?D!tions progra111:.

Gla111our Contest

Scheduled
FTU students are invited to
participate
in
GLAMOUR
Magazine's Top Ten College
Contest for 1975.
Young women from colleges
and universities throughout the
country
will
compete in
GLAMOUR's search for ten
outstanding students .
A panel of GLAMOUR editors
will select the winners on the
basis of their solid records of
achievement in academic studies
and - or in extracurricular activ ilies on campus or in the
community
Th e Top Ten College Winners of
1975 wi 11 be photographed by

leading New York photographers
and featured in GLAMOUR 's
August College Issu ~

During June, the ten winners
will be invited to New York to
meet the GLAMOUR staff and
will receive a $500 cash pri·ze.
Anyone who is interested in
entering the search should
contact the Dean of Women for
more information.
The deadline for submitting an
application to GLAMOUR is
F ebruary 15, 1975.

OVIEDO

FTU

INVEST IN MEMORIES
Do you remember high ceilings, low
taxes, a crackling fire in a fireplace,
cool evening breezes on a large
screened-in front porch, back porch,
eat -in country kitchen with 2 pantries,
walk-in attic, formal dining room,
hardwood floors, living room AND
sitting room? This old homestead is
nestled
under
tall
oaks
and
surrounded by fruit trees, flowers and
shrubs . Located on an acre of land
within a quiet stroll to churches,
stores and schools . 3 large bedrooms,
2 tile baths, draperies and furniture
for $45,000 which the owner will
finance. For a stroll thru memory lane
call D . Knickerbocker , Associate,
after hours 365-5575.

BEN WARD AGENCY INC.
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Pregnancy ~ests
Pap Smears
B1rth Control Counseling
Abortions
lill~I K Colonial Dr. Orlando, Fla. :12 811 :1
305-898-0921
800--1:~2-0.tfiO
:! I hrs. a Day
Toll Free
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BUS TRANSPORTATION TO MIAMI
FTU vs. BISCAYNE COLLEGE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13
PLEASE SIGN UP AT VC 206 BY WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11
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Mark Twain Looks At Watergate
By John Bridges

In 1872, Samuel Clemens
published 'Roughing It," which
represented the latest" in the
continuing line of the works of
Mark Twain:
In chapter 48, turning his attention to jury trials, Clemens
wrote:
" ... A jury-list was made out,
and Mr. B.L., a prominent
banker and a valued citizen, was
questioned precisely as he would
have been questioned in any
court in America:
"Have you heard of this
homicide?"
"Yes."
''Have you held conversations
upon the subject?"
"Yes."
"Have you formed or expressed opinions about it?"
"Yes."
"Have you read the newspaper
accounts of it?"
"Yes."
•. "We do not want you."
"A minister, intelligent,
esteemed, and greatly respected,
a merchant of high character and
known probity, a mining
superintendent of intelligence
and unblem.ished reputation and
a quartz mill owner of -excellent
standing were all tiuestioned in
the same way and all set aside.
Each said the public talk and
the newspaper reports had not so
biased his mind but that sworn
testimony would overthrow his
previously formed opinions and
enable him to render a verdict
without prejudice and in accordaQce ,..with the facts .
But of course ·such men could
not be trusted with the case.
Ign_o ramuses alone could mete
out unsullied justice."
"When
the
peremptory
challenges were all exhauste~, a

.

jury of twelve men was impaneled -- a jury who swore. they
had neither heard, read, talked
a bout nor expressed an opinion .
It was a jury compooed of two
desperadoes, two low beer-house
politicians, three bar-keepers,
two ranchmen who could not read
and three dull, stupid, human
donkeys!
It actually came out afterward
that one of these latter thought
that incest and arson were the
same thing."
"The verdict rendered by this
jury was, "Not Guilty." What
else could one expect?"
"The jury system puts a ban
upon intelligence and honesty
and a premium upon ignorance,
stupidity, and perjury.
It is a shame that we must
continue to use a worthless
system .because it was g·ood a
thousand years ago.
In this age, when a gentleman
of high social standing
intelligence and probity swears
that testimony given under
solemn oath will outweigh street
talk and newspaper reports
based upon mere hearsay, he is
worth a hundred jurymen who
will swear to their own ignorance
and stupidity, and justice would
be far safer in his hands than in .
theirs.
Why could not the jury law be
so altered as to give men of
brains and honesty an equal
chance
with
fools
and
miscreants?
Is it right to show the present
favoritism to one class of men
and inf! ict a disability on another,
in a land whose boast is that all
its citizens are free and equal?"
Over one hundred years after
Clemens wrote that passage, a
jury was named to hear the
proceedings of the Watergate
cover-up trial which involved a
President of the United States

and which had caused over two
years of political turmoil. The jurors named were:
Sandra V. Young, 28, a pharmacist's assistant.
Dock Reed, 60, hotel doorman.
Gladys E. Carter, 40, hospital
machine operator.
Ruth C. Gould, 57 , loan
specialist,
Department of
Agriculture.
Vanetta N. Metoyer, 49, variety
store counter girl.
Marjorie M. Milbourn, 55,

r e tired international relations
officer.
John A. Hoff ar, 57, retired
supervisor , Department of the
Interior.
- .Jane N. Ryon , .63 , retired
secretary,
Department
of
Justice.
Roy V. Carter, 27 , logistics coordinator, George Washington
University.
Thelma Wells, 68, un~mployed.
Anita E. King , 57, matron,
District of Columbia schools.

A-l'AfAY~

Lucille F . Plunkett , 59, c:oflee
maker for a government agency.
Alternates are :
Helen D. Pratt, 63, retired
maid .
May Smith, 67, retired accounting clerk, General Services
Administration.
Jean S. Foster, 43, postal clerk.
Sylvia Hall , 34, laundry clerk.
Elsie Miller, 45 , pootal service
clerk.
Joanne . Willia.ms,
23 ,
housewife.

TRAIL APARTffiENTS

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED

Thanks

Based on triple occupancy

to you

Lighted Tennis Courts; Volley Ball, Besketba.ll, Pool,
Room, L2un~ry, Security.

Rec~2tion

its
Working

1 MILE SOUTH OF FTU ENTRANCE
Open For Inspection 9-6 275-8950

Oviedo Child Care
-under new ·o wners-hlp

NURSERY
TODDLERS
PRE-SCHOOL
·KINDERGARTEN
Weekly , Daily, Hourly Rates
Family Plan
Hot Lunches and Snacks
Large Fenced Playground

The
United way

.OpenG a.-m. to-6 p.m. Monday thru Thursday
Fridays and Saturdays till I a.m.

" " ' A Public Service ol This NeO..spaper
~ & The Ad verusing Counci l
.

~

387 W. Broadway

365-5621

STUDENT GOVERNMENT BOOK EXCHANGE
December 9-January_17

- 2:45
December 16-Jan 10
Sell books in VC 211
January 13-January 17

December 9-20
Bring your books in t o VC
1( We take used books ONLY
being used Winter Quarter.

2) You set your own price.
open to accept books to be
sold until Oecember 20.
3) We are open to acce'p t
boo ks to be sold until
December 20.

1) We are open to accept
books for sale until December
20.
2) We are open to sell books
unti I January 10.
3) If you find that you bought
the wrong book, you may
return it ONLY if you have
the receipt and ONLY during
December 16 thru January
4) Checks are accepted· made
payable to FTU, and must
include your Socia I Security
number.

Redemption Week in VC 211
U We are open ONLY to
return unsold books and-or
money .
2) Bring your copy of the
invoice with you when you
come to redemption.
3) If you are unable to come
to redemption, anyone with
your invoice may pick up
your books and-or money for
you.

ALL BOOKS OR MONEY NOT REDEEMED BY 2:45 PM
. ON FRIDAY,

J~nuary

17, 1975

Will BECOME THE PROPERTY OF STUDENT .GOVERNMENT
NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADEi!!!!!!!

!
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Posner Brings Poetry To Schools
Hy :\Ian l\1. Crouse
~·

"What does that clock IQok
like?"
"A circle. Na. that's too
scientific."
"A donut, Yeah. it does kind
of."
·~A snake without a
head,
beautiful."
David Posner, an instructor of
English at FTU. barks his
inquisition like a drill sergeant.
but his recruits at Pineloch
Elementary School are being
· asked to hrug regimentation and
look at things in a different way.

Workman removes trash
from the reflecting pond.
<Photo by Fred Sommers)

Posner is an active participant
in the Poety-in-the-Schools
Program. a national program
funded l:;>y a grant from the
National Endowment for the
Arts. with matching funds from •
the Orange County Public School
system.
·According to Mr. ,Lawrence
Wyatt of the FTU English
Department. the purpose of the
program is to put "practicing,
publishing poets" into the schools
to appeal to the students'
creativity.
"Quite simply, we're there to
turn them on," said Wyatt.
According to Wyatt, the
program
was
established

hccause elem(•ntary students
cann'.lt read or write:
Wvatt added that educators
have known that children who
can read before starting school
actually regress after being
exposed to the regimentation in ·
public schools.
Students' creativity is stifled,
because they soon· learn the
"right" answers.
·'BY the time they reach the
fourth grade, the.y al;eady dislike
writing."
Wyatt said when the students
know someone is coming in to ;
teach them poetry, mild hostility
is everywhere. but by the time
the poet leaves they are always
asked to return.
Posner said, "Sometimes
experiments work, sometimes
not. but the kids know I love
them. They can smell it the
minute I walk in, and thenyoucan
do anything."
Wyatt termed tt~e program
"creative education" and added,
"We appeal to their senses and
. ask them to write about things
instead of ideas." In the first five
minutes we learn what they
already know about poetry and
throw it all out." said Wyatt.
"Now close your eyes. When
~· ou open them. you will be a

(stone. boat. cricket. bird, on,
horse. tree or cat>. Then write a
poem telling me why."
Wvatt said instead of approaching the students with rules
~1 ou get them excited about
writing.
Aller that they will ask about
structure. spelling and better
grammar.
_ The program will continue
throughout this school year, in
sessions · las.ting a minimum of
rour weeks.
Besides Wyatt and Posner are
six FTU students and graduates.
The best poems are printed in a
magazine published by the
Orange County Public School
System.
·One, entitled, "The Bottle,"
opens "A poem is a bottle with a
note from the island of the self,

set loose in a sea of others ."
One poem by Cheryll Fox of
Pineloch Elementary School
Read:
"I seem to be hungry but I m
sick. r feel real dark red sick. Like
a plate of tomatoes being thrown
away."

SOARING
GLIDER RIDES
INSTRUCTION
FLYING SEMINOLE
RANCH
EAST OF OVIEDO SR 419

MARX
BROTHERS
DOUBLE FEATURE
8:30 PM

VCAR

Cam-p us
TONl'GHT &

Glances
SPEECH CONTEST

Dr. Ed Wycoff, coordinator of
Speech 101 programs, has announced the names of six tentative judges for the speech
contest to be held Dec. 10.
The judges are: Dr. William Grasty. Dr. Bernard Kissel, Ms.
Carol
Bledsoe,
Dr .
Ray
Buchanan and Dr . K. Phil Taylor .
Grasty is the vice president for
comm unity relations.
Kissel is the dean of the Collegeof Social Sciences.
Both Grasty and Kissel have
served as chairman of the
Department of Commllilication.
Bledsoe is the assistant dean of
Academic Affairs and formerly
taught SPE 101 for several years .
Buchanan is the present
chairman of the Department of
Communication.
Taylor is the former president
of the Faculty Senate.
The main speech contest will be
held · in
the
Engineering
Auditorium. Tuesday. Dec 10, at
four p.m.
All students are urged to attend.

GEOLO(;y OF THE :'\ATIONAL
P.yHKS

One of the new programs to be
offered next quarter will be
"Geology of National Parks,"
initiated and taught by Dr.
Kujawa.
The class is suitable for adrnnced Environmental Science
elective and features six-screen
panoramic projections taken by
Kujawa in such parks as:
Yello'A" tone. Yosemite, Grand
C<:rny·on. Death Valley. Bryce &

·YJ,j/· · 1iing's

Zion canyons, Grand Tetons,
Great
Smokies,
Badlands,
Meteor Crater, Painted Desert,
and Mt. Rainier.
. Kujawa took these slides for
the course at his own expense
during the summer of '72 and '73
and while taking an instructor's
course on Volcanic Rocks at the
Yellowstone National Park.

The Rotary Club of Seminole
County South will sponsor the
First Annual Rotary Bowl, on
December 6, at Lyman High
School Stadium.
Two outstanding football teams
from area high schools will
participate .

ALL STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

(At' POSITIONS I
A unit representative from the
!l19th Tactical Airlift Group will
he on campus Friday. December
Ii. from nine a .m. until one p.m . at
the Village Center. to answer
questions about the reserve
program and positions available.

The only Air Force Reserve
flying unit in Northwest Florida. •
the 919th Tactical Airlift Group
will soon be c:onverting to AC-130
1lercules aircraft and needs 800 ·
additional reservists. both officers and <.'nlisted.
Selected students will be
airlifted from McCoy AFB to
Eglin AFB. one wee.kend each
month and tor a l two-week encampment each summer.

~n

featuring California Concept
of Men's and Women's
3090 B Aloma Ave Hair Design
671-3115
501 ·Park Ave
628-1925

SATURDAY

4515 Hoffner Ave
851-7960
· 2225 Aloma Ave
678-5400

Update Your SG File
Submit The Names and Phone Numbers

OFFICERS· AND- ADVISOR
..;

-

By December 16
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Animal Control .Problem In Central Florida
By Jim Holmes

Col. Hauser, executive director
of the Orlando Humane Society
reported an ever increasing
animal control problem here in
the Central Florida area.
Hauser said "last year we
handled 28,000 animals, of which
only 20 percent were adopted
out.''
Some 16,800 uninjured ~nimals
were destroyed for lack of a
home.
Needless to say, a problem of
this size requires large financial
expenditures.

The combined expenditures of
the Orange County Animal
Control and the Orlando Humane
Society amount to a staggering
$277,446.

With increased cost of
operations, Orange County
residents can be sure they will be
paying more and more for
Animal Control services.
In fact, the Orange County
Animal control department has
increased its budget by more
than $25,000 for next year.
But to make matters worse, the
animal population explosion and
the entire Animal Control
problem is needless .

Mrs. Snow, with the County
Animal Control, said if all cats
and dogs in the county were
fixed, <neutered or spayed), in
order to control the ever growing ·
pet population explosion. there
would be no pet control problem
at all.
·No one seems to know . exactly
how many pets there are in the
Central Florida area, but the
Orange County Animal Control
reports there ::ire 'way over
50.000 dogs" and n o one has any

idea how many cats there are in
the County.
Dr. Christopher Tietze, a N.Y.
biological statistician, reported
that "one unspayed female dog or
cat and the survival of
reproduction of all progeny over
a ten year period will produce
2.300,000,000 dogs or cats.
Unless Orange County pets are
spayed the problem is never
ending.
One minor drawback to the
pe~ple in charge of the animal

co.ptrol is the cost of spaying.
To have a small pup spayed. it
costs $40.00 and up. $45 for a
medium pup and $50 and up for a
large dog.
However , if someone is unable
to pay to have his pet fixed, Pet
Concern Inc. is a non-profit
organization which may be of
help .
For more information about
the Pet Concern Inc. , contact
Mrs. Mary Bruce at P.O. Box 36,
Cassel berrry, Fla.

Contill. Course Offered
Upper level communication
majors will have the opportunity
to meet some of the most important newsmen of the day and
aquaint thems_elves with the
realities of professional journalism in the major news centers
of the country in a special course
to be held one week during the
spring break, March 23-30.
Proposed . by Dr. Timothy
O'Keefe, Associate Professor of
Communication, completing the
course will earn students 4 credit
hours and it will be offered
through continuing education.
Central to the course will be a
one-week trip to Washington,
D.C. and New York. Students will
meet with key personnel from
such
agencies · as
the
"Washington - Post",
the
"Overseas Press Club, the White
House and White House Press
Corps, the Pentagon or State
Department, and the New York
. .imes, the United Nations and

Time-Life Publications.
Prior to departure, students
will be assigned four or five books
and several articles to acquaint
them with the men and the
organizations they will see. In
addition, they will be required to
submit a term paper on the trip
after their return.
The total cost of the tour for
each student is estimated to be

PAID FOR

$250 t 0 $300.

According to O'Keefe, FTU is
the first university to offer credit
for such a trip. If the course is
successful this year, it may even
become an annual or bi-annual
event.
"It is a good way to get
students out into the real world of
professional journalism,"
O'Keefe stated.
- Interested communication
majors should sign up in-January
through Continuing Education.
The reading assignments will be
made by mid-February and the
itinerary will be finalized.

BRING THEM TO THE·BOOKSTORE
- DECEMBER

Reference Dept. Explained
By Pat Strange

The reference Department of
the library, headed by Mrs. June
Stillman, gets requests from
faculty and students alike.
Stillman said she gets requests
from
professors
for
bibliographies on topics for
classes and for research projects.
_...
This is made possible by get- ting a readout on all books on any
topic from the computerized card
catalog, a process called
Selective Dissemination of Information <SDI).
The reference department
sends copies of the table of
contents of any or all journals for
any faculty member who
requests this service and offers a
telephone reference service.
Professors sometimes send
their students into the library for
classes on how to use the
reference tools .
The students are helped on a
e to one basis with any question
·- · they might have, from a twoword answer up to a graduate
research paper.
The department has catalogs
from most other universities and
colleges in the U.S. on microfiche
and also serves as a depository

for both state and federal
government
documents,
receiving any document the
government prints for which a
demand is anticipated.
Any document they do not have
may be obtained from the
University of Florida, which is a
regional depository and has
copies of all government
documents.
The government documents
have a separate card catalog as
do the periodicals.
The reference department also
has photo copying machines
located on the third floor.
Stillman said the reference
department has been much
busier than usual this quarter. "I
know enrollment is up, but it is
mor.e than that. There are more .
serious students coming in here.
We have really been busy,"
Stillman said.
The department has five to
seven professors, and four
student assistants to help
students with questions.
Stillman said, "Our student
assistants do an awful lot of work.
I don't. know how we could get
along without them - they
practically run the circulation
department."
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FTU'S Starting Five

Willie Bellote

Terry Prather

· David Green

Bennie Shaw

Calvin Lingelbach

Split With Moes, USF

Surprising Cagers Now 2-2
By Pat Murray

,.-rf the first week of the season is
any indication of what's to come
the FTU basketball team is going
to surprise a lot of folks before
this year is over .
'
The Knights , involved in what
Coach Torchy Clark terms a
rebuilding year , have scrapped
their way to a 2-2 mark thus far
including two heart-stoppers
during the season 's initial week .
FTU traveled to Georgia State
for the season opener only to fall
to the Atlantans in the closing
seconds, 66-63.
The Knights led at halftime 3231 but had their chances of victory dimm_e d when big men Willie
Bellote and Dave Rogers fouled
out midway through the second
half.

- Lifters
·compete .At
·vero
The FTU Weightlifing. Club will
. compete in its third meet of the
season tomorrow in Vero Beach .
The meet , to be sponsored by the
Vero
Beach
Recreation
Department , is open to all
Florida AAU Association lifters
who have not reached the class I
rating .. The rating is based on
body we ight and the lifters best
total for the two olympic lifts.
!For exa mpl e: 410 pounds is the
Class I qualification total for a
123-pound lift er but only a Class
III tota l for a 198-pound lifter .)
The F lorida AAU Association is
a lso spo nso r ing a Christma s
Wl'1 g htlif tin g T raining Camp .
Tlw ca mp. to be held in Day tona
B1·a ch Dt•cembe r 27-29. wil l
Iea tir l ' Ca r I 1\1 i 11 e r .
.S .
\\ 1·1gh1 Ii fllllg Team Coach. ThC'
<:amp \\ill l'OH' r all aspects of
\frightlift1ng and trai nin g.

Led by juniors Bennie Shaw,
David Green, and freshman
Jerry Prather, the Knigh,ts
stayed close in the final stanza
only to fall victim to Georgia
State 's superior height advantage rn the late going.
Shaw led FTU scorers with 23
points with Green adding 19, and
Prather 14 .

Saturday night FTU ma"cte its
home debut a successful one .by
squeaking out a 75-74 victory over
the Brahman of ·
the
University of South Florida .

The · Knights continued their
winning ways Monday evening as
they blasted Edward Waters
College of Jacksonville , 96-79.

Shaw canned a free throw with
15 seconds remaining on the clock
to give the Knights their margin
of victory over the heavily
favored visitors .

Shaw again led all scorers with
29 points with Prather .c hipping
18, Lingelbach °14, and Green 13.

The win, probably the greatest
in the history of FTU basketball ,
was preserved when Dave
Rogers blocked a Leon Smith
shot in the g ame's fading
seconds .
The Knights got a balanced
scoring attack led by Shaw with
23 . He was ably assisted by
Prather who added 17 markers,
Calvin Lingelbach with 12 points,
and Bellote with 11 points and
seven rebounds .

The toll of playing four games
in five nights caught up with FTU
on Tuesday as the Knights succumbed to Florida Southern 90W.
,
Utilizing their superior height,
the Moccasins jumped out to a 4331 halftime bulge. Former Winter
Park High · standout John Edwards used his 6-9 frame to his
advantage and poured in 18 firsthalf points for the hosts.
But FTU came out pressing in
the second stanza and narrowed
the margin to 71-69 when once

again they encountered foul
"trouble. With Bellote, Prather,
and Green on the bench via the
foul route, the Moes sat on th
· ball the rest of the way to seal th
victory.
Edwards led all scorers with 31
points with Wright tossing in 23
for Florida Southern. The
Knights relied on a balanced
attack with all five starters
hitting in double figures. Bellote
paced FTU scorers with 15
points, while Green added 14,
Prather and Lingelbach 13
respectively, and Shaw 10.
FTU's ne~t game is Friday
December 13 against Biscayne College in Miami. The -Knights
return home after the holidays to
face the University of Maine on
Dec . 30.

Shaw Plugs.Gap ln.,.Krdght Atte1ck
-

Ry Fred C'ay

With eight of 'last year's top
nine players gon~ due to either
gradu.a tion or attrition prior to
the season, an undersized
transfer forward appeared to be
the main hope of this year's FTU
basketball squad . Early-season
performances have done nothing
to alter this forecast.
Be nnie Shaw. last year ' s
leading scorer in Florida· junior
college ranks, has averaged 24.7
points per game through Monday
as well as pacing the depthstarvcd Knights in rebounding .
And as usual, Shaw is shooting
holes in the contention that . at 61. he is too short to be effective
playing primarily on the front
line .
' 'I'm still playing forward."
grinned thC' na t ive <lrlandoan.
··sa me a when I \\as 111 high
sc hool . I ·ve alwa~ s had to pla~·
aga ins t peopl e 6-8 a nd ti-fl .:o 1·m
used to it now ."

Secret to Shaw's success, most
observors agree, is his explosive
quic.k ness of hands and feet
·which enables him to penetrate
inside· of taller defenders and
riick' ·in his variety of short
.iu~p·crs and driv.ing layups.
"Bennie's one of the few who

c.an. piay either inside or outside. " confi"rmed Knights' Coach
Tor.chy Clark . He 's blessed with
those qui ~ k first two steps to lhe
bucket. Ht• does n't take a back
scat to anybody when it comes to
playing offense ."
'Ho we\'C r. like mo t . Clark
doesn 't be li eve tha t Sha w·s ni che
is play ing forwa rd against ma jor
l'OliC'gC' com pet it ion. "Ht• is goi ng
to ha \'l' tn ht' a n out side pl ayer ."
sta ted tlw coac h.
Jn fact. 1t is just th is feeli ng
abo ut a fi- l pla ~·cr doing th C' ty pe
or things on court that Shaw can
clo that caused him to be
Ii~ pa sed
h ~·
mos t maj'or
uni\'ersitics. despite his statclt>ading scoring mark at Seminole

.. .:

.

·:

:

.

.

JC (25ppgl a ·year : _ago and
allowing.- FTU. to grab ·an athlete
Clark describes;_ as ''possibly the .
best ever· at this school."
•. i

Although ,he was contacted by.
sev eral out-of-state schools Shaw ·
" just didn't want · to leave
Florida.' '

•

Clark 's soft-sell ap.proach also
a ppealed to Ben.nie . " He didn 't
push me or try to force me to
come as some others did and Irespected him for it -- that was
ma ybe th e main reason why ·1
ca mp to FTU."
Dcs pite hi s earl y- se ason
IJ r illian ce. Cla rk s urpri s ingly
pointed out tha t Shaw " ha s not
IJec:n goin g full out " due to a
pa inful go ut co ndit ion whi c h
sonw ti mes ma kes merely running up a nd down lhe court a
chon'. ha w. however . ha s led his
squad in minutes pla_ ed and
refus d to !cl the pain interfC're
noticC'ahl\' with his performance.

The Boone High grad's
primary goal, aside from leading
"as many wins as possible" is to
establish a new field gq.:shooting percentage record. B
mark at SJC last year was a
' phenomenal 62 per cent.
"I just like having him on the
team." added Clar.k. "I've been
high on him from the beginning."
And after JUSt tnree games,
FTU follow~rs have learped why .
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Grapplers Host Quad Meet
By Joe De Salvo

If last week's Southern Open
competition is any indication of
what is expected for tomorrow's
quad meet with the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga
<UTC), Florida International
University CFIU), and Hiram
College of Ohio, the hosting
Knights will definitely have their
hands full, according to Assistant
Wrestling Coach John Rouse.

l..iilla.
iW

effort for the tough competition ,"
said Rouse.
Two big disappointments for
the Knights werre Scott Sherman
and Pat Murphy. No. 1 seeded
Sherman, wbo finished second
last year, was quickly disposed in
the first round by Matkovic of
Alabama. Murphy, who was the
126-pound title bolder last year in
the Open by beating out fellow

Freshman standout Mike
Strouse, from Norfolk, Va.,
finished fourth in the tournament
in the 110-pound class, losing a 7-6
decision in the consolation finals.

I
Another first-year man who
started his FTU wrestling career
on an impressive note was 134pounder Mike Gillies . The native
Miamian finished the meet 2-2
including a pin over Jim O'Grady
in the first round. "Gillies looked
impressive for a tough weight
class. He gave a 100 percent

Co,ach Gerald Gergley
teammate Sherman, couldn't
handle the heavier weight class
losing to Jack Dunn of Alabama,
3-2.
Rounding out the remaining
first round competition, ,Rich
Guerra lost to Miami of C>hio's
Dalton, 8-0 in the 106-pound lcass.
118-pounder Jeff ~inerson
dropped a 7-2 dec!ision to

Missouri University in the 177- ·
pound class. At 190, Al Lloyd, a
first year man from Punta
Gorda, was beaten by Miami of
Ohio's Mark Chesborough, 4-3. In
the same weight class, Dave
Alberts was a victim of a pin by
Hicks of Athletes in Action.
Rouse who competed at
heavyweight, qefeated UTC's
Walker, 4-0, then was pinned by
Oklahoma's Jackson.
House felt the exposure of the
tournament competition involving national champions will
aid the freshman . "It'll get them
involved and think more
positive," said an optimistic
Rousf'

The 158-pound class was
popular for the Knights as Bryan
Saterbo was pinned by eventual
tournament winner Turner
Jackson of UTC · while Tom
Hammons lost to Jeff Clark, also
of UTC, 4-3.
Freshman
Greg
McCoy
decisioned Jim Bolten of
Alabama, 11-3 in the 190-pound

Commenting on tomorrow's
tough competition, Rouse feels
" "any team can beat the other.

Fraternity League
1. PKA 8-0

2.ATO 7-1
3. LXA 6-2
4.
5-3
5. TKE 4-4

sx

6. Chi Phi 3-5
7. SAE 2-6
8. KS 1-7
9. DTD 0-5

Independent Gold
1. Zebels 6-0 2. SAE Gold 4-2
3. SX II 4-2
4. Crew 3-3
5. _Bea.rcats 3-3
6. LXA SS 1-5
7. BSU 0-2 ...

Standings
Independent White
1. Spikers 5-0

Independent Black
1. FS&S 5-0
2. LXA Green 4-1
3. AF I 3-2
4. Smokers Union 2-3
5. TKE Raiders 1-4
· 6. Shabokee 0-2 ...

2. SOMF 4-1
3. LXA Gold 3-2
4. PKA II 2-3
5. TKE II 2-3
6. TKE Pledges 0-5
.. .Forfeited out of league

We 're probably considered 1e
underdogs based on our shm rig
in the Open,' ' said Rouse.

UTC comes into the meet th
five Open semifinalists.
e
Tennessee visitors will be le
y
Jackson at 158 and 167-pour er
Jim Holman.
"They're 11
tough," siad a bewildered R "ie.

FIU, who's improved over e
last two years, will feature
!n
champ and National Ju i 1 r
College champ, Willard Busman
at 110. Rouse considers 177pounder
Billy
King
,d
heavyweight Robert Geor e ,
finishing fourth in the Open, to be
lough opposition, supplied by the
Miami-base school.

Rouse doesn't know what to
expect frorri Hiram who wasn't
present at the· Open-.

The meet gets underway at 1
p.m. at the Village Center
Assembly Room.
., ·

TKA Grab Volleyball Title
...

By Joe De Salvo

Men's VOiieybaii

class only to lose a 2-1 decision to
Dale Herschberger in the second
round. McCoy failed to make his
regular 177-pound class thus
pushing him up to the 190-pound
class.
Don Carrithers lost a 8-7
decision to Bob Ackney of Central

John Murray, 2-1, in the 150pound class. The junior from
Norfolk, then dropped two close
decisions to put him out of the
finals competition.
Mike Shivers, after pinning
Allen Stein of UTC, lost to Keeley
of Athletes in Action, 3-1 in the
158-pound class. Athletes in
Action is composed of former
champions. Also in the same
weight class, Roy Terepka
gained a 4-2 decision over Stuart
Stein of UTC but then lost to
Cousino of Miami of Ohio in a
close match 5-4 .

The Knights opened their 197475 campaign with the traditional
tournament in the Tennessee city
only to have one man place in the
two-day meet.

Strouse "impressed" Rouse
since his regular weight class is
· llB. "He really worked hard and
did a good job," said Rouse,
who's in his ·second year as Head
\Coach Gerald Gergly's assistant.

Oklahoma State's Bob Ree. John
Theders lost a 1-0 heartbreaker to
Mark Hartbarger of Moorehead
State.
Mike Wareing did an overall
"good job" beating Kentucky's

14 to send the championship
match to the decisive fifth game.
It turned out to be no contest as
PKA easily won 15-3.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity won
their first intramural championship at FTU when they
defeated Independent League
champion Faculty Statt and
Students for the Men's volleyball
title.
PKA fell behind FS&S twogames to none in the best of five
match, played at the Winter Park
YMCA, on Nov. 26. In the fourth
game, PKA came back to win 16-

PKA won the Fraternity League
title with a perfect 8-0 record,
"'i:tching the crown with a
convincing 15-13, 15-8 - win over
previously undefeated ATO.
FS&S, 5-0 in their division,
reached the championship game
with a 1-9, 17-15 win over the

•

Zebels in the semifinals and a 159, 15-5 victory over the Spikers in

the finals.
PKA, by winning the volleyball
title, catapulted themselves into
fourth place in the overall point
standings among the nine
fraternities with a total of 22
points. LXA and ATO share the
lead with a 2% total. TKE is in
third place with ~r.~ r">111ts .

Daring DeSalvo, Madman Murr
Predict Upcomjng Bowl Contes
Woody Hayes should come
away smelling like roses thanks
to Archie Griffin and Co. Watch
for Anthony Davis to end his
collegiate career in style.

In the year of the upset this
year's patricipants in the holiday
bowl games should be a bit gun
shy.

After all. didn't several of this
seasons finest find themselves on
the short end of a Saturday
scoreboard after they had accepted bowl bids!

Orange Bowl
Alabama 14 Notre Dame 21
Alabama 21 Notre Dame 17

After careful deliberation,
eonsultation. and advisement, we
arrived at
the
following
predictions !DeSalvo picking
primerno>

Rematch of last year's thriller.
Irish need to prove the USC loss a
fluke 'Bear' after long-sought
bowl win.

~

War Eagle defense shou ld
contain the multitude of
Longhorn running backs .
Tangerine Bowl
Miami (0) 21Georgia14
Miami (0) 20 Geoi:-gia 6
This is virtually the same
Redskin squad that blitzed
Florida last Christmas. Bulldog's
bark may be bigger than its bi te .

Minimum
5 Lines
Only

$1 .25

Cotton Bowl
Penn State 35, Baylor 7
Penn State 28. Baylor 3
It took Baylor 50 years to get to
the Cotton Bowl, The Nittany
Lions should break their bubble
in th~ first quarter .

..

The Fu TU re Sport Dept. 's prime choice for the WFL's
MUP Award is no other than the Blazers' Tommy
Reamon. The rookie running back led the WFL in
rushing with 1576 yards. -

Sugar Bowl
Florida 7 Nebraska 14
Florida 17 Nebraska 14

Something
To

C'ornhuskers must contend with
the Gator wishbone plus All-SEC
receiver Lee McGriff. AllAmerican Da11e Humm key to the
Nl'braska air arsenal. Could be
holiday's most phusical game .

Merchandise
It Through

Fu TU re
Classified
Ads -- For

$1.25 For
Minimum Of

H.ose Bowl
Ohio Sta tc 21 US C 14
Ohio. tatc 28 US ' 24

Gator Bowl
Auburn 10 Texas 7
Auburn 1:3 Tl•xas fi

5 Lines

1'.tl!l' u;

Fu'ITrc

lkt't' mber ti. 1914

.£.
'd
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Personal

TO CHI PHI:

I've · come to

you and I wish you the best as
each

go our

separate

ways. Never forget the way
we were. I love you all. Carol
(90 degrees.)

I

t\

OTHER

person. Wolfcreek Wilderness
( 305) 275-5229.

Years

experience.

power steering, tape deck,
one owner. Really great car!
Must see - call 671-3256 after 3

yet

convenient

to

CHEVELLE,

2

radio,

dr.,

ht-air,

or bass ar:nplifier.

I

AUTO

LuAnne Speciale - home 3655363, work - 894-4441 ext.
1972 BUICK 0

information, ca II

~=e2 ";.~Open House - 11 a.m

Patti collect (305) 358 -4141

73 CH EV

BLAZER, power

steering and brakes, 4-wheel

TRAYNOR 100 . --watt guitar

after 3 p.m. or STOP BY and

interest. Near FTU . Phone

piano and camera equip. Ca~I

p .m.

$155 mo. Furnished 1-bdrm
a pt. $140 mo. Quiet - well
maintained. For additional
365-5585

made in Philadelphia, ful 1k eyboard
console-spinet

Need a

Opel, 4-dr.,

s.tandard trans., good con.
$950. Cal I 323-6492 after 4: 00
p.m.

good a mp for a good price?
Then call 322-2653 (Sanford)
between 5 and 6 p.m.

COLUMBIA

POOL TABLE, 8' very good

SHADED LOTS for campers

condition. Ph. 671-8716 after 6

o.r mobile homes, garbage,

p.m. and anytime

water, sewage -- 50 mo. Ca II

10-speed

568-2427 -after 5 p.m.

bicycle~ .

Oklawaha River. Price $120 a

'""'-

and

•

canoe equipment provided.
Trip will start at Juniper
Springs and end in . the

I

SERVICES

Less than one mile from FT

automatic ,

I·

SIX DAY CANOE TRIP in
Ocala National Forest Dec.
14 -2lst. All camping and

I

72

Oviedo's many services.
11600 Mendel Dr. (off Alf a ya
Trail). Spacious 2-bdrm apt.

know and love everyone of
we

SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS:

1901

Oldsmobile

surrey,

brand new reproduction, 50
mi. to a gal. of gas, top speed 30 mph. Red with black trim,
$2,000. Call 678-5722 after 4

Center-pull brakes,
gum-side tires. 65 dollars.
Call 275-1047.

MOBJ LE HOME, '73 lnternat'I, 12 x 70, 3 bdrm, l3/4

1 SET men's golf clubs - Matt

pets allowed, Call 277-9335

bath, near FTU, children &

p.m ..

Andrews, 7 irons, 2 woods, 1
clubs

Winter qtr .,

--

Irish setter puppies, eleven to
".:hoose from champion I ine.
A KC papers. Great Christ-

Hazel Hixon, 5 irons, 2 woods .

5-ACRE MOBILE HOME OR

Dining

CAMPSITE. Sand roads, no

mas idea. Phone 647-4980

wh ite , table -form ica

set, 3 piecetop,

buffet & china cab., Lester

GAINESVILLE

down - payment,

$100

wante d

female roommate beginning

set women's
room

golf

I

WANTED

per

2 bd,

2 bath

apartment. $117 per month.
Modern

apt.

complex

nished. Call 422-8848

month includes 7112 percent

I BM

Electric fast service call 4235647 .

.I

HELP

wANTED

INVENTORY

I

PRODUCTS

retail stores. Straighten
displays, prepare reports.
$3 .50

hourly, part -time

dependent

in -

contractor,

ma tu re, responsible person.
SANDOVAL, P.O. Box 3399,
Albuquerque NM 87110

I

FOR RENT

I

FOR AN ECOLOGIST: Large
· studio room upstairs, seven
windows,

surrounded

by

trees. New family size GE
refrig. stove with oven, share
bath room. Heat includes big
elec. fireplace , a ir-cond. Rent
covers gas, light, telephone,
parking in rear, $100 mo. or
$25 a wk . Cardinals &
squirrels from Lk . Eola . 337
N. Cathcart Ave ., Orin.
Phone

841-6089

eves .

&

weekends.

country living, beyond Oviedo
(Chui uota) $100. Lu Anne
Speciale -- home 365 -5363 -work 894-4441 ext. 125.

• 525 RECEIVER
• PL l 2D TURNTABLE
WITH CARTRIDGE
• 2 3-WAY MK4612
SPEAKERS

+PLUS ONLY AT
STEREO ASSOCIATES
• FREE 5 YR. PROTECTION PLAN
• FREE LAB ANALYSIS
• FREE SPEAKER EXCHANGE

+PLUS WITH STEREO PURCHASE
YOUR CHOICE OF HEADPHONES
OR CAL CU LA TOR FREE

ROOM APT. in ,private
home . $135. Kitchen com Call

SE - 200· HEADPHONES
- OR Tl 1500 CALCULATOR
REG. 5 50 VALUE
HURRY! OFFER EXPIRES 12/25/74

2

bathroom .

®PIONEER(!

®PIONEER~

APT. -- 3 room , private entrance, all utilities incl. ,

plete ,

SAVE $200 WITH THIS NEW STEREO OFFER

277-

1774.

DUPLEX, 2 bdrm , 2 ba t h,
n ear entran ce to FTU . Dishwasher , d isposa l, $175 mo.
pl u s uti l. 896 -4 1.21.

fur -

